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g guru Leary to speak on flashbacks and insights 
D 
y Leary, a psychologist and 
ho unsuccessfully campaigned 
e the governor of California, 
Wednesday at 8 p . m .  in the 
room . 
, who received his Ph . D .  in 
ychology from the University 
mia-Berkley, is known par­
for his  movement to 
nize traditional approaches to 
erapy. 
Panek, chairman of Eastern's 
gy department said much of 
"notoriety came in the mid to 
during the drug culture, coun­
e and period of alternative 
"He was well known in clinical 
psychology, so in a sense he has two 
identities . One prior to the 60s because 
of his work with abnormal behavior 
and personalties and one after the 60s 
with his drug revolution," Panek said . 
Mary Gaulke, University Board lec­
ture committee coordinator, said Leary 
was selected to speak by the UB 
because he was ranked as one of the 
top four possible guest lecturers in a 
student survey taken last year . 
Gaulke said psychology students 
may be familiar with Leary because of 
his work in that field . 
Wednesday night , Leary will speak 
on "flashbacks, creation of the future, 
computers and politics, " Gaulke said . 
"He' s  written a book called Flash­
backs and he's  kind of getting into the 
idea of computer software. "  Gaulke 
added that Leary "has predicted that 
many books will be in the form of in­
teractive software in 2-5 years . "  
According t o  a biographical profile , 
Leary made headlines nationally when 
he was arrested on several occasions,  
once for transporting less than half an 
ounce of marijuana across the U . S . ­
Mexico border . 
In addition , he has been involved in 
a series of variouslegal struggles , one 
of which has been credited with getting 
a federal marij uana law declared un­
constitutional . 
Leary later became an i n ­
ternationally-known leader of the con­
sciousness and personal freedom 
movement, being referred to as the 
"High Priest" of the 1 960s ,  according 
to the profile: 
While campaigning on t h e  
Democratic ticket for California gover­
nor, Leary travelled throughout the 
state and country giving campaign 
speeches , using the campaign slogan 
"Come Together. "  The Beatles later 
recorded a song with the same name in 
dedication . · 
Admission for Leary's  presentation 
is $ 1 .50 for students with an Eastern 
I . D .  and $3 for the general public. 
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ck enrollment shifts . • • 
mbriil 
enrollment at Northern Illinois, Western, 
ors State University has declined over the 
years,  representing a trend similar to 
s decline in black enrollment . 
er, three other state universities reported an 
in black enrollment and two reported no 
tchange .  
from Eastern's office o f  university plan­
budgeting show there are 4 1 9  black students 
this fall , compared to 63 1 black students in 
officials have said a more stringent 
policy, instituted in the summer of 1 983,  is 
responsible for the decrease in black 
ials have also stated that decreases in black 
t may also stem from recruitment problems 
"ty high schools , financial aid cutbacks and 
tion cutoff date instituted from 1 98 1  to 
Illinois University also attributes its 
ck enrollment in the last six years to cut­
mancial aid . 
Thurman, associate provost at Northern, 
enrollment bottomed out this fall at 1 ,085. 
utes the decrease to an overall enrollment 
financial aid cutbacks . 
income families who depend on financial 
been hurt by the cutbacks and can 't afford 
eir children to college, ' '  Thurman said.  
think that total college population has been 
over the past 10 years, and that is also a 
• g factor, "  Thurman added . 
, Western Illinois University attributes its 
in black enrollment to tightened admission 
and the option for students to list race on 
"cation form . 
's office of admisiions reported its black 
t has been decreasing over the last four 
528 black students in a total enrollment of 
Roy Twilley, dean of admissions at Western, said 
he thinks Western 's  black enrollment is higher than 
what the figures show. 
' 'The option of putting race down on our ap­
plication form gives us an unusually high number of 
students who mark 'other ' on the form , "  said 
Twil!ey. 
" We've also tightened our admission standards , "  
h e  said . "Students now must have an ACT of at least 
1 5  and be in the upper half of their class . Some inner­
city schools don 't prepare these kids well enough for 
college . "  
" But the economy has much to do with it also , "  
Twilley added . ' ' Middle class America is having 
problems not to mention low socio-economic 
families . "  
But Governors State University, an upper-division 
scQool , attributes its black enrollment decline of 
1 ,  1 85 in fall 1 98 1  compared to 959 in 1 984 to a rise in 
the cost of transportation .  
Director of Admissions Richard Pride said he 
believes Governors State has been losing a number 
of black students to Chicago State University . 
' ' We think an increase in the cost of transportation 
has attracted more black students away from us and 
to Chicago State, " Pride said.  "Governor's State is 
35 miles from the Loop so Chicago State is taking up 
where we left off. " 
While Northern, Western, and Governors State 
were reporting black enrollment declines, Nor­
theastern Illinois University and Southern Illinois 
University both reported increases . 
Northeastern Illinois University reported a steady 
increase in black enrollment since fall 1 976, peaking 
this year with 1 , 1 95 black students out of a 1 0,075 
total enrollment . 
Eric Moch, director of admissions at Nor­
theastern, attributes the steady increase to special 
recruiting programs . 
" We work very hard at recruiting and have a 
program called Project Success to recruit among 
(See BLACK, page 7) 
senate examines problem 
aylor provide insight on the problem . primary cause of the decrease in 
minority enrollment is due to ' 'a 
lack of energy in recruitment . "  
culty Senate Tuesday 
$ to provide input in the 
retention, and 
for minority 
ate's  concern stems 
e lowest minority 
reported at Eastern 
. According to figures 
Council on University 
and Budgeti n g ,  
black enrollment 
419 this semester, com-
1 in fall 1 977 . 
e will first extend an 
to Glenn Williams , vice 
or student affairs, and ' to bring other staff 
ho would be able to 
Senate member Harold Nordin 
said he believes it would also be 
beneficial to ask for input from 
black staff members to find out 
first hand " how blacks respond to 
this university. "  
Senate members suggested 
asking Eastern staff members 
James Johnson, Jimmie Franklin, 
and Johnetta Jones for ideas on 
how to make the university more 
attractive to minority students . 
Senate Chairman Ken Sutton 
said he believes that "having 
minorities here, in terms of our 
national reputation, is an im­
portant thing . ' '  
Sutton and senate member Scott 
Smith both agreed that the 
However , senate member Carol 
Stevens said, " There's  no par­
ticular incentive for a black person 
to come to Eastern ." 
She added that her black 
students have found Eastern to be 
a "very difficult environment" 
and a community that is "hostile" 
toward them . 
Senate member Jayne Ozier said 
that she has found that many 
black students are parents who 
would benefit from some sort of 
child care program. 
In other business,  the senate 
formed a committee to meet with 
(See SENATE, page 5) 
Where's the snow? 
December snow may be around the corner but 
the warm temperatures accompanying the rain 
are a welcome change, although snow is predic­




The movie "Silent Night, Deadly Night ,"  will not 
be shown in the Coles County area. 
seepage3 
Footbowls 
A record six Big Ten teams are going to bowl 
games this holiday season. 
seepage16 
1 Wednesda , November 28 1 984 
Associated Pres�----­
State/Natlon/World Regan announces tax ideas 
55 mph speed limit may be raised 
WASHINGTON-A federal panel urged keeping the 
nation8I SS mph speed limit Tuesday as "one of the most ef­
fective highway safety policies ever adopted," but left for 
Congress to decide whether to raise the limit on some lightly 
traveled interstate highways in rural areas . 
· 
A special, 19-member committee of the National Resear­
ch Council , an arm of the National Academy of Sciences , 
noted that in the decade since the SS mph speed limit was im­
posed by Congress ,  public support for it has declined and 
violations by motorists are increasing. 
"Decreasing compliance, along with slipping public sup­
port and an apparent lack of support in some state 
legislatures, could ultimately lead to the nullification of this 
law," the panel told Congress in a 2S4-page report . 
British high deputy slain in India 
BOMBAY , India-A senior British diplomat was shot 
and killed on the way to work Tuesday, and police said they 
were hunting for two men, perhaps connected with the I RA .  
But telephone calls claimed responsibility in the name of a 
radical Moslem organization. 
WASHINGTON (AP) � The dramatic tax 
overhaul plan now before President Reagan 
would slice federal income tax rates, end a 
variety of deductions and ·double the personal 
exemption to $2,000, Treasury Secretary Donald 
Regan said Tuesday. 
Even before Tuesday's announcement ,  
however, the president said that "no decisions 
have been made" on the proposal . Whatever 
Reagan approves must still clear Congress , where 
several influential members have vowed that 
raising revenues and cutting the federal deficit 
must take precedence over tax code sim­
plification . 
The president , in a written statement , said he 
wanted the plan unveiled now ' 'because I know 
that a task as difficult as overall simplification of 
our tax system will generate much. debate, and I 
want all those interested in the subject to have 
the same information we have ." 
Reagan promised to pay special attention to 
congressional reaction . 
But , at first glance, he added, "the Treasury 
study certainly proposes a simpler and fairer tax 
system with lower rates for taxpayers , and 
sonal exemptions increased to $2,000. It is 
something I insisted upon-a tax simplifi 
and not a tax increase in disguise." 
The plan �ould consolidate the 1 6  existing 
brackets thusly: 
•Single taxpayers earning a taxable incom 
less than $2, 800 would pay no tax; those 
$2,800-$ 1 9 , 300 would pay at a 1 5  percent 
those earning $ 1 9,30 1 -$38, 1 00  would pay 
2S percent rate; those above that at a 3S 
rate. 
•Couples filing joint returns and earning 
than $3 ,800 would pay no tax; those 
$3 , 800-$3 1 , 800 would pay at a 1 5  percent 
those earning $3 1 , 80 1 -$63 , 800 would pay 
25 percent rate; those earning above would 
at a 3 5  percent rate. 
•Head-of-household taxpayers earning less 
$3 ,500 would pay no tax; those 
$3 , 500-$25 ,000 would pay at a 1 5  percent 
those earning $25 ,00 1 -$48,000 would pay 
25 percent rate; those earning above that 
pay at a 35  percent rate . 
Indian authorities said Percy Norris , 56, Britain' s  deputy 
high commissioner in Bombay, was shot and killed by two 
· white "European-looking" men on foot . Bombs threaten embassie 
Bombay Police Chief Julio Ribeiro said at least three 
shots were fired as a car in which Norris was being .driven 
slowed at a traffic circle about a quarter of a mile from his 
office in south Bombay shortly before 8 a . m .  
The diplomat was pronounced dead o n  arrival at Breach 
Candy Hospital of two bullet wounds-one in his temple 
and one in the heart . 
BOGOTA, Columbia (AP) -American 
businessmen and embassy employees are leaving 
the country after death threats and a fatal bom­
bing at the U . S .  Embassy. The bombing is 
believed to be the work of drug dealers fighting 
the American and Colombian crackdown on 
multi-billion-dollar traffic in cocaine and 
marijuana. Israeli jets bomb Bakea Valley "Kidnappings by guerrillas have always made 
BEIRUT, Lebanon-Israeli jets bombed and strafed it touch and go down here, but the threats by 
Palestinian guerrilla bases in the Syrian-controlled Bekea drug traffickers and the bomb at the embassy 
Valley on Tuesday amd police reported seven people killed yesterday are the last straw," said one American 
and nine wounded in the fiery raid.  
· who heads a major U . S .  company' s  office in 
It was the first Israeli air strike in Lebanon since Prime Colombia. 
Minister Shimon Peres took office in September as head of a The executive, who spoke on condition his 
coalition government, and the 1 6th Israeli air raid on name not be used for fear of reprisals, said, 
Lebanon this year. "The chairman of the board told me to get the 
A Lebanese police report said five Palestinian guerrillas hell out of here right now·' ' 
and two Lebanese civilians were killed in the attack that set A woman was killed and six men were injured 
buildings afire. The police said nine Palestinian guerrillas Monday when a bomb apparently planted by the 
were wounded . 
· drug traffickers exploded on a street adjacent fo 
the embassy. All the victims were Colom bi 
Colombia's  national police increased s· 
around the .five-story embassy Tuesday. Bomb plot fails 
ROME (AP)-Police said Tuesday they 
, foiled a plot by seven Lebanese, suspect being Islamic Holy War terrorists , to blow 
U.S.  Embassy with a dynamite-laden truck. 
Police Chief Marcello Monarca sai 
believes the suspects are members of 
lslami, or Islamic holy war-the sh 
terrorist group that has claimed responsibili 
attacks on U.S.  targets in the Middle East. 
dreds of Americans have been killed in t 
tacks . 
The police chief told a news conference h 
no hard evidence to prove their members 
the terrorist organization, but based his 
clusion on documents the arrested men 
carrying . 
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: Bel-Aire Lanes : 
• • 
• • • • 
• ..:-- IJIO I. mm. CHARLISTOH, IUIHOIS • 
e One 06ock Nort� of Wtlb Walkers Shopping Center • 
• • • Now features: • • • 
: Bowling, pinball, videogames and pool · : 
: then afterwards, visit our • • 
• 
� 
• · Indian Lounge : : Bring a date moonlight bowling Saturday 11 p.m.·1 a.m. : 
• Bel-Aire Lanes Phone 345-6630 • > 
• • •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
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1600 Lincoln Ave 
·,Wednesday, November 28, 1984 
·A Charleston police officer directs traffic around a two-car collision in front 
the Union on the Seventh Street Tuesday. No injuries were reported. (News 
to by Frank Polich) 
bulance agreement 
Council okays extension 
ammy Miller 
an unscheduled vote Tuesday, the 
leston City Council extended an 
-township ambulance agreement 
March l, 1 985 . 
e agreement was instituted March 
this year following the cancellation 
an annual Coles County subsidy 
h had allowed Charleston am­
ces to serve surrounding rural 
der the agreement, which had ex­
Nov . 1 and was extended in its 
al form Tuesday, Charleston am-
ces responded to calls from 
unding townships which had 
to cover the service fee if their 
nts couldn't .  
y Administrator Mike Steele said 
out of 80 ambulance calls made 
· e of Charleston, 62 were in town­
that were included in the 
ent . Steele added that the other 
s were road accidents in areas 
ly covered, by Charleston am-
ces . 
of these calls, only three were 
uent in their payment as of 
?MOl<W V�HMA, W1'7�N f'IW­
�t.DNE �fE�, LeT'llJCi;,MA'<'O t f�TO. 
'2 t11e.B1GJOHN 
�IME �f3F.EF,LETI1.JCE, 
lm.IA'TO AND MA'l(O. 
1?> SORRY. CHARLIE 
O\Llf'OR!JJA BA&Y'MIA Ml)(fD JNllH �Y, 
ONl�IOUl1 <;f'!:ClAl-�ce, LETTUCf, 
1VMATo 'Alf-ALFA <;pJWLJTS. 
•4 UNCLE TOM 
Aq;5J1 �17 � LE1il.k;:�, 
MAYO,A�FA� #10MATO. 
SS the.VITO 
AN JTAL.IAN -sue Wl111(.i�NG\A.S'ALAMI, HAM 
CAf'ACOLA,PRO\l?l.OIJE CH�, LETll.JCE, 
TOMAIOPl!�, OIL( V�AF:. 
t11eVIGETARIAN 
TWO LA'lm7 OF Pru.tiLONE �. 
C,CPAAATfO &Y />LfN.FA �T?. 
1'/0CADO, L£T1l)C'l;-, 1!'MA1P � M� 
Tuesday, Steele added . 
Nonetheless, Steele stressed that it is 
still too early to draw any conclusions 
about the financial stability of the 
program . " It would appear that we are 
getting most of these bills paid in these 
rural area, ' '  he said adding, however, 
"We don't know if that's  just a fluke 
or a pattern . We do not have what we 
would consider very good data (yet) ."  
Revenue for the ambulance service 
since the institution of the agreement is 
broken down to $52,000 from service 
fees from people who have used the 
service, $73 ,000 from property taxes 
and $ 1 16,000 transfer from the general 
fund. ' 'Ambulance fees do not pay for 
it all ," Steele said . 
Two other options suggested by 
Steele were to designate a service area 
in Eastern Coles County to be covered 
by Charleston ambulances and charge 
a fixed fee, or to work with area town­
ships to provide a per-capita subsidy to 
the Charleston ambulance service in 
exchange for service to those town­
ships.  
•ao mm BElftCHEESE CC*BO ME0t&A 'AAE �eEEF, f ARINf;Of'?INEET � 
ON 11E f..,,. ""1.f; � CH!OE* ;roMA1ll, 
LE1'1\JCE />IV MAYO ON lliE 01Ht>I<' AWE3?0Mt;.1 
11 TURKEY,HAM�CHD CLUB 
�Y?�D HAM� f'RCV!WIJE CHEESE 01-l 1)£ llDmtvl, ROl'611lJF()(f:Y �5T,LET1'UCE, blAT041/1A'lt:>ONTcP �!AMY Jolffl/Sfi4VIJ!ft7F11 
'Killer Santa to m iss area 
theaters this Christmas 
by Tammy Miller '' 
This movie hurts the 
A killer Hollywood Santa Claus, 
who has been seen in the Midwest for 
two weeks , will not be stalking the 
Charleston area in the near future . image of Santa Claus. 
Even though the distributers of 
" Silent Night , Deadly Night ," a movie 
about a killer who impersonates Santa 
Claus,  have partially succumbed to 
protesters and are c o n fining 
distribution of the movie to the Nor­
theast and Midwest, local theaters are 
not showing the film. 
Although there has been no protest 
against the possibility of showing the 
movie in the Coles County area, 
theaters in Charleston and Mattoon are 
not currently planning to run it because 
of its apparent lack of appeal to 
audiences . 
The movie has been running in the 
Northeast and Midwest for two weeks,  
and, according to The Los Angeles 
Times, will not be released on the West 
Coast because of the bad publicity it 
has received . 
Locally, the possibility of poor 
profits have had a similar effect on the 
movie . 
The relief manager at the Kerasotes 
Twin City Cinema in Mattoon, who 
asked that his name not be used, said 
he did not plan on showing the movie. 
He said the main reason it probably 
will not be shown is because the theater 
already has a full schedule of movies 
booked through Christmas . He also 
noted that the movie has not done well 
in the places it has played . 
The representative said the Cinema 
runs movies based on what residents in 
the Charieston-Mattoon area want to 
see, and that films other than "Silent 
Night, Deadly Night" are more in 
demand.  He added that the movie is 
" not intended for (the) family or 
children" audiences which the Cinema 
caters to . 
The Cinema has received only one 
phone call from a protester who said 
she would picket the theater if it shows 
the film . However, the representative 
-Saleem Handal 
�������-'' 
said the protest did not affect the 
decision not to show the movie . 
The manager of the Will Rogers 
Theater in Charleston, who also asked 
that his name not be used , said the 
movie is not currently scheduled to be 
run at the theater . He also noted that 
he has not received any objections or 
protests involving the movie. 
In other parts of the Midwest , 
people have been protesting the movie 
because of its violent content . 
The Natio nal C o alition On 
Television Violence is  protesting the 
film and urging local NCTV chapters 
to "get out and picket this movie ." 
NCTV is also encouraging people to 
contact local newspapers and television 
stations and ''protest advertising for a 
movie that should have been X-rated ." 
Saleem Handal , managing director 
of tlie International Coalition Against 
Violenf Entertainment , said Monday 
that " Silent Night, Deadly Night" is 
worse than most horror movies for two 
reasons-it is a Christmas horror 
movie that was released during the 
Christmas season, and the violent 
figure depicted is Santa Claus.  
Handal added, ' 'This movie hurts 
the image of Santa Claus. "  
Handal defined the X-unfit rating, 
with which NCTV has labeled the 
movie, as a program with "extreme 
violence (that) is not fit for any kind of 
audience." 
NCTV counted about 50 violent acts 
in " Silent Night, Deadly Night . "  
Handal noted that NCTV deals with 
" any type of violent entertainment, 
not just television." 
L d• C ts • • • •  7°0 and 9°0 • a 1es u • • • • • • • •  
•.Mens Cuts • • • • • • • • • • • •  · • 6°0 and 8°0 
•*Ladies Body Waves • •  36°0 and 38°0 
•*.Men's Texture Waves 33°0 and 35°0 
*Includes Cut and Style! 
•Manicures $5°0 •Sculptured Nails $250 (Single Nail) 
•Sculpt':lred Nails (Full Set) $25°0 
Lamour • 
345-5712 •ClosedonMondays• 




the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
The Dally Eastern News 
November 28, 1984 
College degree 
can buy ticket 
for opportunity 
For anyone trying to succeed in  today's 
complicated world , the importance of a 
college education is more prevalent than 
ever before. With the new emphasis in the 
professional world on business and 
technology, a h igh school d iploma simply 
doesn't cut it anymore. 
Editorial w·ith this in  mind,  the findings of a recent 
repo rt c o n c e r n i n g  
Eastern's dropout rate look particularly 
.gloomy. 
According to a retention report released 
this semester ' the number of students who dropped out of Eastern after the 1 984 
spring semester was the highest in the past 
four years . 
One possible cause of this dropout in­
crease is a new dismissal policy which was 
instituted in the summer of 1983. Under the 
policy, students who earn a grade point 
average under 2.00 must show an im­
provement the following semester or face 
dismissal from school . 
However ,  the d ismissal policy does not 
account for the fact that 5·4. 5 percent of the 
students who dropped out last semester 
were i n  good academic standing with the 
university. 
One reason for those dropouts may be 
the healthy economy, which allows kids to 
get jobs rather than staying in college. 
Another cause is indecision by many 
students about what they want to focus 
their educations on . In this case, the com­
mon rationale is that it is better to leave 
school and return when they have a better 
idea of what they want to do. 
An hourly-wage job and free room-and­
board at home may look appealing now, but 
in 1 O years , one may begin to regret not 
having a career for lack of a college degree . 
And leaving school for a while won't m�e 
college l ife any easier when-and if-you 
return later in l ife. 
We strongly encourage students who are 
considering leaving college,  even if "just for 
a while," to think twice. Four years of 
classes isn't  a very big price to pay for a 
l ifetime of opportunity. 
Energy's future is crucial to the nation 
Viewpoint: Modern man prides himself on his capacity to learn from experience, but the ability of some of us to ab­
sorb the lessons of the past two oi l  crises appears to 
be distinctly l imited . 
The past three years' easy oil situation , with 
sagging demand and weak prices, has led many, . 
especially in the United States,  to conclude that 
plenty of oi l  is available from OPEC , .  Mexico and 
other sources and there is no longer the need for 
concern about the more distant future. 
Hamid Gholamnezha 
teachers at Eastern who made the extra efforts 
educate these professionals in this new and exciti 
field . 
Such a complacent attitude is unjustified by the 
facts and could well be hazardous. While oil prices 
may flucuate in the next two or three years, most 
analysts agree that oil prices will rise again in real ter­
ms during this decade. 
It is sad to hear that,  with so much effort 
establishing the program and developing the c 
ses, the School of Business is planning to drop 
program mainly because of low enrollments. 
According to the studies conducted by the World 
Bank, energy companies, governmental agencies 
and other private organizations, world energy con­
sumption is projected to grow between two to three 
percent per year until the year 2 000 . Even oil com­
suption , which declined in the past two years, is ex­
pected to increase by about one percent per year 
during this period . 
Unfortunately, this lack of interest in energy is 
short- l ived national problem. The enrollment in m 
of other 40 or more energy-related programs 
also dropped significantly, but , to my knowled 
none of these schools have decided to termin 
their programs. They know that energy will become 
very high-priority national issue again . 
In the United States and other industrialized coun­
tries, the growth in energy consumption may not be 
as high as that of the developing countries. 
But as the .economic activities in these countries 
revive , demand for energy will rise again . Most of this 
increase must come from sources other than con­
ventional sources such as oil and natural gas. 
I hope that the administration at Eastern rear 
the importance of the program and its future pot 
tial when deciding on the future of the program . 
-Hamid Gholamnezhad is former director 
Eastern's Energy Management program and 
currently director of Moorhead State Univers 
Energy Research Institute at Moorhead, Minneso 
M, � FCLL.O\N N ;c.A12.�&V 11\tJS 
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I n  the United States, there will have to be three 
energy transitions. The first , from a wasteful energy 
consumption to a more efficient and wise use of 
energy. In other words, a better energy management 
in the 1 980's. The second, from scarce con­
ventional sources such as oil and natural gas to more 
abundant sources such as coal , oil shale, biomass, 
and others, until the year 2000.  
The third transition will be toward essentially in­
finite supplies of nuclear, solar, and other renewable 
energy sources in the 2 1 st century . However, one 
must real ize that this transition will not be easy. It 
requires joint efforts by government,  the public and 
industry. 
But the most crucial role is the role of the 
educational institutions to provide the needed man­
power and to educate the public. 
Eastern must be proud to be among a few pioneers 
nationwide , if not worldwide, to respond to such a 
need by creating the Energy Management program 
in 1 976 . The graduates of the program , some of 
which are holding high-level positions both in 
business and government, have already made 
significant contributions to solving some of our 
energy problems, thanks to the many dedicated 
I ?'2.Cl>ICT THAT ;JtT""J.+rrJ 
A F€"'1 �DtJ�S IF wt= 
Cl> NT1fJVE=" To I �POrLT 
L..IC\t'l-C&F S0\}1f=T W6'APorJ5 
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Once-upon a time, there was WELH 
Once upon a time, there was a radio station. It was 
called WELH . Located in a a teeny-weeny corner of 
Coleman Hal l ,  many a college kid came through to 
play loud rock 'n '  roll music. 
The station ran , not well , but the music played daily 
from Coleman Hall to a few loyal tans. But , because 
the station broadcasts over cable , not.many people 
Through the lens: 
ever heard the loud.rock 'n'  roll that dedicated disc WELH station manager Ross Olsby said, "Wet 
jockies played. would be better to undergo the necessary traini 
Then along came the Radio/TV Center. The we could start broadcasting on a full scale t 
Radio/TV Center is the new show-off tool for . begin operation with a less than efficient prod 
Eastern . and skeleton crew. We want to do it right or not 
Then , .  the powers that be had an idea. Why not at all . "  
move WELH from the teeny-weeny corner of Ross buddy, I hate to break this to you but, 
Coleman Hall to the nice, new Radio/TV Center? So , too long , the rookie has to do it on their own. 
on June 2 8 ,  1984 an offical memo went out from the might mess up, but WELH is not heavly reg 
powers that be in the tower to the lesser people in because WELH is for learning experience. 
power in the speech departmant and the Radio/TV take the 1 0 veterans along with a few trained � 
Center. on the air with l imited hours? Then have the 
Now this is when the problems started . the untrained rookies sit and watch the others 
The way this fine university is set up, we have a while on the air? Sure Ross, do it right, but let' 
July 1 to June 30 fiscal year. Because of the backlog sometime before next year. 
of other projects and money not appropriated until The main reason WELH was moved from the 
later the WELH move was put into the 1 984-85 ped quarters in Coleman Hall was because 
fisc�I year projects instead of the 1 983-84 fiscal it would broadcast just like real radio stations. 
year projects. The work to prepare the Radio/TV WELH faculty adviser Joe Heumann says 
Center for WELH could not begin until August . going to go regular FM "in early 1985."  But 
On the magical date of Oct. 1 5, all construction Beabout says. "no way, because no one 
work was completed . On Nov . . 1 ,  "we did a test what is going to happen , everything is still in 
signal and the master control room is operational, " n ing stages" with the WELH advisory board. 
Beabout said.  Which brings us up to date-well ,  sort What it all comes down to, WELH is set to 
of. cast on Dec.  3 until Christmas break. What it 
The WELH staff has 1 0  veteran disc jockies retur- "is a trial run for the spring semester, "  Nancy 
ning along with 33 rookies that needed to be trained program director for WELH, said . 
on the equipment from Nov. 1 to the new air date of The bottom line is that the whole fall sem 
Dec. 3 .  been wasted. 
To train a person on how to work equipment takes -Brian Ormiston Is a regular columnist and 
practical experience. photographer for The Delly Eastern News. 
parks are flying 
Welder Bill Kemper welds pipes together in the 
wer Plant. Eastern is converting to coal 
er. The project will take two years to com-
te. (News photo by Paul Klatt) 
Wednesd�y. November 28,  1 984 
Reagan budget advi.sers present 
proposals for reductions in deficit 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan' s  
budget advisers, aiming t o  reduce the deficit t o  just 
over $100 billion in three years, will present him 
Wednesday with proposals to cut federal spending in 
1986 by billions of dollars in " several score items," 
an administration official said Tuesday. · 
The high-level budget group was expected to 
recommend elimination of some unspecified federal 
programs and cuts in others , including farm 
programs, civil service retirement, Medicare, 
veterans health programs ·and perhaps a "mild 
tightening of student aid ," according to the official , 
who spoke only on the condition that he remain 
anonymous . . 
However, these programs are just the tip of the 
iceberg , according to this official , who said there 
would be several surprises when the programs are 
identified in public.  
Reagan is committed to cutting federal spending 
no matter how painful it may be, deputy press 
secretary Larry Speakes declared. 
The administration 's preparation of the fiscal year 
1 986 budget that will be submitted to Congress in 
January has nearly come to a halt as the government 
awaits Reagan's approval of the recommendations of 
his budget group . 
The group , which has been meeting since mid-' 
November, agreed before Thanksgiving to reco.m­mend that the White House set a target of  reducing 
the deficit to roughly $ 1 65 billion-$ 1 70 billion in 1 986 
and just over $ 1 00  billion in 1 988 . Currently, the 
'' 
When he gets to defense, he will be 
given ways the current track (of 
growth in spending) can be brought 
down a bit. You can make quick 
savings (in defense) if you have to. 
-Reagan administration official 
. '' 
����������������
Reagan in terms of the gross national product. So he 
will be asked to approve a package that cuts the 
deficit to four percent of  the GNP in 1 986, three per­
cent in 1 987 and two percent in 1 98 8 .  
T o  achieve that goal , some $40 billion has t o  b e  cut 
from the 1 986 budget . Most non-defense social 
programs will feel the pinch at least a bit because 
Reagan has ruled out increasing taxes and cutting 
Social Security, officials have said. , 
The administration official , who is familiar with 
the budget package, said the president probably will 
be given several choices of  how much to spend on 
defense, with some suggested savings . 
nate f 1 deficit is projected at $206 billion in 1 986. __ rom page The group is presenting the deficit targets to 
" When he gets to defense, he will be given ways 
the current track (of growth in spending) can be 
brought down a bit ," said the official, who would 
not elaborate. " You can make quick savings (in 
defense) if you have to ." 
er School Director Charles Switzer to request 
minimum enrollments for upper division cour­
ffered during the summer. 
eral senate members said they believed this 
d be the first step in increasing summer school 
llment as it would allow departments to offer a 
er variety of upper division courses without the 
that these courses will have to be cancelled due 
ufficient pre-enrollment . 
'th suggested that the senate ask each depart­
chairman to select two or three upper level 
s that could be added to the summer 
lum to enhance the program . 
ate member Lewis Coon reported that seventy 
t of the students who have enrolled in 
's summer school program in recent years . 
been juniors , seniors and graduate students. 
··�\Pl:.('/.41.···· 
oon good thruj j 4" pizza .31,1984 
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For deliveries only 
FREE delivery I� 
.20 w'coupon. $9.20 w'ou · 
ADDUCCI'S 
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Bylaw proposed to Student Senate 
by Nancy Bridges 
The Student Senate Wednesday 
will hear a bylaw proposal con­
cerning the approval of senate ex­
penditures, Senate ·Speaker Ron 
Wesel said. 
The proposal sets guidelines for 
the approval of senate -ex­
penditures over $ 1 0  which were 
not previously approved and in­
cluded specifically in the senate 
budget, Wesel said. 
Currently there is no set policy 
which determines which ad­
ditional expenditures must be ap-
proved . 
Wesel said the proposed bylaw 
would clarify the procedure and 
aid in bookkeeping , he noted . 
In addition, he said that 
requiring senate approval of ex­
penditures over $10 would make 
the senators " more aware" of 
budget allocations , Wesel said. 
However, Wesel added that 
there will be no discussion or vote 
on the proposal at Wednesday's 
meeting. According to the Senate 
Constitution, bylaw proposals 
must be tabled for one week. 
In other business, Wesel said 
the senate will consider ideas for 
the funding of a possible ser1ate 
retreat during the spring semester. 
The senate will discuss whether 
to approach the Apportionment 
Board for funds or to pay retreat 
expenses individually, he said. 
Wesel added that if the senate 
decided to seek AB funding, they 
would not ask for retreat funds 
"in excess of $300." 
The senate is scheduled to meet 
at 7 p . m .  Wednesday in the Union 
addition Arcola-Tuscola room. 
. Your 
Health Care 
SARAH BUSH LINCOLN FOUNDATION 
COMMON OVER-THE-COUNTER (OTC) 
MEDICATIONS FOR USE AT HOME 
With over 350,000 different OTC products available, the question of which to keep at home is confusing . This series will review some of the over-the-counter medications that are useful for 
treatment of everyday ailments . The products mentioned in this article are not intended as an 
endorsement of any product . 
There are thousands of OTC antihistamine/ decongestant/cold products available. Treatment of 
colds and allergies with these products is based on providing symptomatic relief o f  nasal 
congestion and runny nose. Runny nose symptoms are relieved by antihistamines which 
decrease the production of mucus . Decongestants shrink the blood vessels in the nose to relieve 
nasal congestion . Clorpheniramine is a commonly used antihistamine (4mg�usual dose) and 
pseudoephedrine is a commonly used decongestant (usual dose�60mg). Antihistamines are 
also useful in the treatment of Hay Fever. Chlortrimeton Decongestant tablets, Con tac and 
Sudajed Plus are some products available that have an antihistamine/decongestant com­
bination similiar to the one suggested above. It is important to remember not all colds are the 
same and not all people react the same to the above but these products provide a baseline 
therapy that will usually benefit most people. 
For further information consult your physician, pharmacist or call the hospital Pharmacy. 
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Timothy Leary To Speak 
On Wednesday, November 28, 
the University Board brings to you 
"An evening with Dr. Timothy 
Leary! including f lashbacks , 
Creation of the future, computers 
and Politics. "  
The psychedelic-drug "guru" of 
the 60's once urged people to 
"turn-on , tune- in , drop-out . "  
Timothy Leary's psychedelic 
image has kept him in the 
headlines and often in trouble with 
the establishment, not to mention 
occasional ly  obscur ing  h is  
background as a brilliant, trained 
psychologist. 
During his 63 years he has been 
a cadet at West Point military 
academy, a psychology professor 
at Harvard, the author of more than 
a dozen books, a candidate for 
governor of California, a convicted 
drug smuggler, a jail-breaker, a 
fug itive with the notorious 
Weathermen , and ,  of course, the 
high priest of the drug culture. 
Leary today is a friendly, l ikeable 
man who devotes a lot of his time, 
he says, to his grandchildren.  The 
rest he spends writing, lecturing 
and developing mind-expanding 
video games. 
The man who turned the use of 
LSD into a kind of religion has 
stopped inviting us to "tum-on, 
tune-in , drop-out. "  The message 
now is "turn-on, tune-in, take 
charge" . . . of our home com· • 
puters, that is. 
Dr. Leary's views tend to be un­
predictable and frequently sur­
prising . He doesn't expect 
everyone to agree with his ideas . .  
The lecture promises to be very in· 
teresting and, even more,  en­
tertaining . 
All are welcome.  The lecture will 
be held in the Grand Ballroom, 
$ 1 . 50 for students with l . D . and 
$3 . 00 for the general public. 
-Cheryl Utendorf 
Com i ng Decem ber 6 . . .  In the Movies . • • • 
The U PTOWN R U LERS.  
. . . For lnformation ' About 
Upcomi ng UB Activities 
I N  FOC US 
Give Me Space 
This is my first year l iving in Car­
man Hal l .  I really l ike it out here, 
everybody is pretty friendly . We 
have fun but I 'm tired of always 
having people in · my room when I 
need to study. I don't want to be an­
tisocial but I don't want to flunk out 
. either . Help!, ! 
. - -�l_ 
One impOftant·paih>t dorm l iving 
and college life is learning to balan� 
ce between s� l ife and studies. It Keep you_r � friends, but don't_ · 
sounds · like you· are adjusting to the neglect your responsibilities to 
social part pretty wel�: Without that, yourself. Remember to balance 
your stay at Eastern would probably studies and social life and I 'm sure 
be boring . If you want your stay to you' ll enjoy your stay at Eastern:­
continue however, you are right. · Thank you for writing .  Have fun and 
You are going to need to find a way good luck in school. 
to get the privacy you need to 
studym 
Try these suggestions: 
1 .  Tell your friends directly that 
you need to study now and ask 
them (politely) to leave. 
2 .  Invite them to study with you 
and make sure you study. 
3. Lock your door . You won't have 
to ask them to leave if they 
never come in. 
4. Study in other places besides 
your room. Find out where 
study area.q are. 
Glrlfrlend an AA 
My girlfriend became a Resident 
Assistant for the first time this 
semester. We haven't been spen­
ding much time together because 
she is always "on duty. "  Whenever 
I try to talk to her about spending 
time with me, she tens me not to be 
so '· selfish and that she has 
obligations as an RA. How can I 
make her see what she is doing to 
our relationship? I don't think I can 
put up with it any longer. 
rn� This Friday Lowenbrau will spon­sor the fast and funny satire 
National Lampoon 's Vacation 
starring Chevy Chase. This vacation 
is anything but dull ,  and everything 
that could foul up does. 
Get into the vacation spirit with 
FREE Lowenbrau painter caps, 1 00 
to be given away at each show to 
the first 1 00 people as well as 
F R E E  Lo w e n b ra u  p o s t e r  
giveaways. 
Admission is only $ 1  and the 
movie will be shown at 6 : 30 and 
9 : 00 p . m .  in the Grand Ballroom in 
the Union . 
-Jay Hagberg 
A MATTY SlllllOO PROOUCINll A llAR(l0 RAMIS FILM • .  \:·,�,""� 
CHEVY CHASE "NAllOOl. LAM!Wf VACAIQI'' 8£V£RlY O'Alii£LO · .1!t.., 
1mN£ COCA RANDY OOAIO ial ance b DIN CANOY ,
. '"\ And introducing CHRISTI£ BRINKUY 011g1nal Music by RALPH BURNS 
Screenplay by DIN HUGll£S Produce1l by MATTY SIMOS Oiretted by HAROLD RAMIS 
IR; M .. -- .. I . . . . ·--o -· . .  ·-· ·-- .. .......... ..  , . ,  ...... ... � .. 1 ..... � ( ! -· .. •• · I -"' · · ., -· - • � - -- -
• 
The ultimate in Dangerfield films, Easy 
Money, is appearing Wednesday, Nov. 
2 8th at 8 : 00 in Pickles. Admission is 
free. · 
Caddyshack's Rodney Dangerfield is 
the neurotic Monty Capuletti who gets 
"no respect" from his mother-in­
law-even after she dies. Who else do 
. you know would attempt to give up 
cheating, gambling, booze, smoking and 
pizza-all of which are essentials in Mon­
ty's l ife-in order to collect 1 O million 
dollars. 
Will Monty stake his claim for the gold? 
Or will his natural affinity for moral tur- · 
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Relationships involve a great deal 
of give and take. It sounds like you 
have been doing a lot of the giving. 
Perhaps you should both re­
evaluate the reasons for your being 
together and then determine if It is 
going to be worth It to continue (for 
both of you).  It's all right to be sup­
portive and understanding, Just 
make sure It's being returned to 
you. GOOD LUCK. 
Gor a question, or just nffd Information? I 
would Ilk• to IHltu from you. Pteese addreu 
your letter (campus mell} to IN FOCUS, c/o 
University Board, 20 1 University Union, 
Charfeaton, IL 6 1 920. 
IN FOCUS flt written by David Ford, wflo 
,,.. had •xperienc• ,,, psychology and Is 
currently worldnQ on his Master's Dagree In 
EducdoMI end Community Counseling at 
Eastern. IN FOCUS flt a student service cl 
the University Board providing Information 
and altemat/ves to student concerns. 
Wednesday , Novem ber 2 8 ,  1 984 1 
onomic experts predict 
terest rate will decline 
Music student Wins second 
ICAGO (AP)- Three economic 
predicted Tuesday that interest 
would continue to decline next 
and that unemployment would be 
seven percent, but they differed· 
whether a tax-reform would pass 
ress in 1 985 . 
ter D. Fackler, professor of 
s economics at the University of 
o, said he didn't believe tax­
would go anywhere in 1 98 5 .  
wagons are already circling, "  he 
adding that special-interest 
already have begun lobbying ef-
Joel M. Stern, president of 
Stewart, Putman and Macklis 
disagreed, saying he believes tax 
will pass next year . 
comments were made before the 
sity of Chicago business 
's annual forecast luncheon. 
remarks also came as the 
Department in Washington 
ended a sweeping overhaul of 
me tax that would finance new 
uctions by eliminating many 
deductions . A Treasury of­
timated that three-quarters of 
ers would pay less or the same 
the plan . 
news conference in Chicago , 
said the government must in­
revenue to reduce the deficit . " I  
e y  are crazy i f  they stick with 
the revenue- neutral bill , "  he said. 
Stern predicted that the prime rate, 
the base upon which banks compute in­
terest charges on short-term business 
loans, will drop to nine percent or less 
in 1 985 . 
"If  my economic forecast proves to 
be too optimistic and there is less 
demand for credit than is currently an­
ticipated, these rates will be lower 
still , "  he said. 
Fackler also said declining interest 
rates would fuel housing starts while 
government purchases of goods and 
services would increase. 
"My forcast explicitly assumes that 
monetary policy will be significantly 
easier the next six months , ' '  he said in 
a prepared speach . "If  it is not , a 
recession will be inevitable and Mr. 
Reagan will rue the day he reappointed 
Paul Volcker as chairman of the 
Federal Reserve Board . "  
But Fackler added that this i s  ' 'too 
early to call a recession," adding that a 
slowdown at this point in economic ex­
pansion was inevitable . 
Michael Mussa, professor of in­
ternational business at the university, 
also said he anticipated a decline in in­
terest rates ;  
H e  added that inflation " should ac­
celerate a bit next year ' '  and estimates 
an increase of 8 . 2  percent in the gross 
national product . 
_____ from page 1 
" Moch said . "We also have 
reading and writing courses 
"th counseling for blacks . "  
em 's admissions office repor­
steady increase in black 
ent from 1 ,  720 students in fall 
1 ,865 in fall 1 984. 
d Keim, associate director of 
·ons and records, said that black 
ent at Southern has not been 
'ng "by leaps and bounds , "  but 
slightly in the last four years .  
have people in the field who 
and go to the inner-city schools 
have no special programs for 
udents on campus ; ' '  Keim said . 
Chicago State University and 
·versity of Illinois reported no 
t change in black enrollment . 
tor o f  Admissions Bi l l  
Holloway said Chicago state is not af­
fected by drops in black enrollment 
like other state schools . 
" Chicago State is 80 percent black 
and 90 percent black in undergraduate 
enrollment , '"' Holloway said. ' � We're 
just not affected . "  
The University of Illinois reported 
that their black enrollment has 
changed slightly from 1 ,  1 86 students in 
fall 1 983 to 1 ,  1 60 in fall 1 984. 
Gary Engelgaugh, director of ad­
missions at the U of I, said the number 
has " bounced up and down" over the 
past four years b.ut stays "basically" 
the same . 
" The University has a commitment 
to increase the number of black studen­
ts , "  Englegaugh added . 
by Lori Edwards 
A performance of selections by com­
posers Chopin and Schumann proved 
to be victorious for an Eastern student 
during a recent Illinois music . com­
petition.  
Geisa Dutra, a graduate student in 
the music department, placed second in 
the annual Collegiate Artist Auditions 
sponsored by the Illinois State Music 
Teachers Association . 
" She played extraordinarily well, "  
David Appleby, Dutra' s  music in­
structor at Eastern, said.  Many people 
commented on how beautifully she 
played, he added . 
Although Dutra said she did not 
know the piano or the place, she said, 
"I was pretty comfortable with my per­
formance . " · 
However, those factors must be con­
fronted at any competition, she noted . 
Dutra played four pieces in her 45-
minute performance at Elmhurst 
College including a concerto for piano 
and orchestra by Chopin, a sonata by 
Scarlatti , a piece by Scriabin and 
another by Schumann . 
Dutra was required to prepare 80 
minutes of material from which the 
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performance. 
Nine pianists competed in divisions 
of instrumental, piano and vocal com­
petition, he said. 
Judging was done on the basis of 
maturity of artistry and interpretation, 
Appleby noted. 
In addition to this competition, 
Dutra, who received her bachelor 's  
degree in music from the University of 
Rio de Janeiro , Brazil , has participated 
in competitions in Brazil and the 
United States ,  Appleby said . 
Recently, Dutra was a finalist in 
Eastern's  concerto competition held 
earlier this month . 
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HOW DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CHARGING WORKS TODAY 
On August 1 , 1 984 , l l inois Consolidated began charging for local d irectory assistance in­
formation . If you call 1 -4 1 1 or 1 -555- 1 2 1 2 for local directory assistance you may make 
two free , direct-dialed calls per month . You may request two numbers per cal l .  
Each additional local directory assistance ,request that month wil l  be bi l led at 30 cents per 
call on your monthly statement. 
If you make directory assistance calls to places in  I l l inois outside the 2 1  7 area code you 
also receive two free calls a month . You are then bil led at 30 cents per call for each ad­
ditional request. This includes the 31-2 ,  8 1 5 ,  309: and 6 1 8 area codes. 
If you cal l  out-of-state for directory assistance you may make the same number of free 
calls; however, the charge for additional requests is 50 cents per cal l .  
Illinois Consolidated 
Telephone Company 
8 Wednesday, November 2 8 ,  1 984 
-�------- · 
- -
Sometimes there's nothing 
better than relax ing in  
front of  the television and 
watching a good movie. 
When you cal l  Domino's 
Pizza you can forget about 
those, "chase scenes", while 
driving al l  over town 
looki ng for pizza And, you 
won't have to endure a 
"cast of thousands" at 
a noisy restaurant. 
You can relax in  a front­
row seat and enjoy a · 
pizza produced and directed 
by America's favorite 
pizza del ivery people. 
· Whenever it's showtime 
at your home, call Dominds 
Pizza; and relax. 
Domino's Pizza Delivers.™ 
Limited del ivery areas. 
D rivers carry u nder $20. 
«>1 9a4 Dominds Pizza, I nc. 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY 
presents 
COLLEGE DA 'f S I N 
A Package For Students That Like Skiing Or Just Love A Great Time 
$1 69 
$249 
A••o-..... .,h lt\ 
fCHO la-'\.'t l INC' 
WrTHOl•T 
TllA/l/SPORTA llO/I/ 
JAii/UAR\' 2 • 7 
WITH 
TllA/l/SPORTA TIO/I/ 
JAii/UAR\' I ·  S 
COMPARED TO OTHER SKI AREAS, 
Sn:AMBOA T IS THE PLACE TO BE OVER WINTER BREAh. 
FILLED WITH STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE NA TION. 
rrs A GREA T TIME YOV DON'T WANT TO MISS. 
THE OFFICIAL ucOLLEGE DAYS" PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
/ 
·-- Transportation package includes round trip motor coach transpo�tion from cam­
pus to Steamboat. You wi l l  depart campus January 1 arriving the next day. Coaches 
we use are the most modern and fu l ly equipped avai lable. 
- Five,nights accommodations at luxurious condominiums located right in Steamboat 
Vi l iage. Primary accommodations wi l l  be at Whistler Vi l lage Condominiums. Ac­
commodations i nclude fireplace, fu l l  kitchen, bar counter area, color TV, balcony, 
outdoor heated pool, saunas and hot tubs. 
- A four out of five day souvenir photo lift ticket at Steamboat. 
- Ful l  time travel reps to throw parties and take good care of you . 
- A great schedule of parties and actlvities including hot tub happy hours, giant 
blowout parties, lots of free beer, good beer, and some great times. 
- Coupon books with discounts at local establishments. 
- Optional side trips to Vai l and Copper Mountain. 
- Optional ski rentals at only $6.50 a day for top-name equipment. 
- Optional ski lessons for all types of skiers at reduced rates. 
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ealth officials raise ethical q uestions about implant 
NEW YORK (AP)-The second im­
t of an artificial heart , financed by 
profit-making hospital corporation, 
raised a basic question: When 
inesses pay for medical research, 
· I the bottom line harm the public 
d? 
Questions about health-care com­
ies that must keep one eye on 
tient charts and the other on the cor­
rate books are not news . But Sun­
y's heart implant shifts the focus 
m patient care to medical research , 
d some medical leaders are uneasy. 
The heart was implanted in a 
uisville, Ky . ,  hospital owned by 
umana Inc . ,  a Louisville-based cor­
ration that owns 9 1  hospitals with a 
tal of about 1 8 ,000 beds.  Humana, 
ilch netted $ 1 93 million for the 
al year ending last August , is the 
Artificial  heart recipient wants can of beer 
LOUISVILLE (AP)-William J .  
Schroeder, speaking for the first time 
since his dying heart was replaced with 
a plastic pump, asked for a can of beer 
Tuesday, and his doctor said he might 
be able to leave the hospital by Christ-
mas . 
Dr. William C. DeVries, in his first 
meeting with reporters since the 
· surgery, said Schroeder's  new heart 
was ' 'working beautifully, ' '  although 
he cautioned that infections or other 
complicationc; could occur suddenly. 
second largest hospital corporation in 
the country. 
Humana has promised to finance up 
to 1 00 implants, costing up to $25 
million . It hopes the move will help 
" You live on the edge of a possible 
disaster like that all the time, "  he said . 
Asked when Schroeder, 52, might be 
able to leave the hospital, De Vries said, 
"I hope before Christmas , but I think 
that ' s  very optimistic on my part . "  
When Schroeder i s  released from the 
Humana Hospital Audubon, he will 
move into a house in Louisville rather 
than to his Indiana home 90 miles 
away, so that doctors can watch his 
recovery closely. 
establish a reputation that will pay off 
in the long term , without j eopardizing 
patient care or the cause of medical 
research , officials say. 
But observers worry about research 
in private hands , like those of the 
growing for-profit hospital industry, 
which owns somw 12 percent of the 
acute-care hospital beds in America 
and may reach 20.percent by 1 990. 
" ' Humana' is now a word that is 
comi�g to have the same familiarity to 
the American public as 'Amana' has 
had in past years, and there are un­
doubtedly long-term benefits to the 
company from the publicitiy attendant 
.on this dramatic experiment al work , ' '  
said Harvey Fineberg , dean o f  the Har­
vard School of Public Health �  
Businesses should fund some resear­
ch, he said . But decisions on major in­
vestment in important public health 
problems should be made in a system 
that has the public interest uppermost , 
he said. -
OTE tables elementary ed ucation science proposal 
Lori Edwards 
The Council on Teacher Education 
esday tabled a proposal from the 
liege of Education Curriculum 
mmittee to change the natural scien­
req uirements for elementary 
ucation majors . 
The proposal was tabled pending 
ore information from Louis Grado, 
airman of the elementary and junior 
· h education department . 
The proposal , which has been ap­
oved by the COECC, would replace 
e Physical Science 1 1 00 requirement 
'th a lab course in physics or 
emistry, or a physical science course 
ich includes either physics or 
chemistry. 
The total number of semester hours 
in natural sciences which will continue 
to be nine under the proposal . 
In addition, the proposal would 
change the prerequisite for Elementary 
Education 3920 to six hours in science, 
including a course in life science and a 
course in either physics or chemistry . 
Charles Joley, dean of the College of  
Education, said the elementary and 
junior high education department is 
trying to avoid having special courses 
designed only for its students . 
He added that with the changes 
made by the proposal , elementary 
education students would take courses 
� <Dnt 
· Wednesday _ is 
Specialty Drink Night _ 




• quarts of beer 
Keg Delivery Service 
345-5 1 1 7 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
VIDEO TAPE SCHEDULE 
CADDY SHACK 
9AM-4PM 
FREE THIS WEEK JN THE VIDEO 
TAPE LOUNGE IN THE UNION. 
ALSO EACH WEEK THE COMMITTEE 


























• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
which would be more in line with 
general education requirements . 
" It is the intention of elementary 
education to get their general 
education requirements in sync with 
everyone else's , "  Joley said . 
Objections were raised by the coun­
cil because students woµld no longer be 
required to have a sample of both 
chemistry and physics . 
However, council member Hal 
Malehorn pointed out that students 
have an opportunity to take the other 
course through electives if the student 
believes there is a need . 
In other action , the council 
unanimously approved a revision of 
Physics 1 050, which changes the 
original three credit hour course to 
four credit hours. 
The council also discussed Council 
on Academic Affairs revisions con­
cerning second majors and second 
degrees , which the CAA recently ap­
proved . 
COTE Chairman Robert Weidner 
clarified that the original language said 
students could not pursue two degrees 
at the same time. 
Under the new revision, students 
could elect to get a teaching degree at 
the same time they pursue another 
degree. 
FR E E  M OVI ES 
I n  Yo u r  H o m e  with .th e re nta l 
of th i s  D e l uxe RCA VCR  
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SHI P  
RO YCE DISCOUNT VIDEO HEA DQUA R TERS 
L. L . C:-1 !::: 
NEW,  BRAND . N A M E V H S  V C R s  
FOR S A L E  . . .  R C A . F I S H E R .  G E  • 
ZEN ITH ;  S.Y LVA N I A  
- · .......,.. A l l  with  fa c t o ry w li r r Ci n l )  
p r i c e d  f rom 
'5 36 8 ' • T o p  L o a d  • R e m o t e  Contro l  
• E l e c t ron i c  Tu n i n g  
b l  tnc !t.:df·�  1 a p c  C •  . .  : · ' . '  • P r o g a m m a  e Overn < l t· Ren: '1 1 '  
" We believe we have the best VCR prices .  a n y v.  h e re . .  
i f t (; 
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INTRAM U RAL SPORTS 
OFFICE: Lantz Room 1 47 PHONE: 58 1 -282 1 DIREC.TOR: Dr. David C .  Outler SECRETARY: Kathy Ford 
ENTRY DEADLINES CONGRATULATIONS TO 
Indoor Track Meet (Men , Women) . . . . . . . . . .  Monday, Dec. 1 0  THE POWERLIFTING TEAM CHAMPIONS 
ACTIVITY INFORMATION 
INDOOR TRACK MEET: Separate men's .and women's meets 
held simultaneously in Lantz Fieldhouse. Participants restricted 
to 3 events each except former intercollegiate team members 
who may be in only 2 events. Former intercollegiate members 
are restricted to one per team and must not have been on a var­
sity track team since 1 980-8 1 school year . Teams are restricted 
to 1 4 members.  Women's races wil l  be run first for each event. 
Scoring:  1 0 , 7 ,  5, 3, 2 & 1 for 1 st thru 6th . NO SPIKES 
ALLOWED. Three trials in shot put, long jump and each height in 
h igh jump. Field events have 2 members per team with results 
determined by adding height/distance of both competitors for a 
team's effort.  Events are : Long Jump,  H igh  Jump, Shot Put, �2 
Mile Relay , Distance Medley, Progressive Sprint Medley, Two 
Mi le Relay, Sprint Medley, Y. Mile Relay and the Mi le Relay. Each 
running event has four members per team . 1 2  lb .  shot for men ; 8 
lb .  for women . SPECIAL ENTRY FORMS AVAI LABLE AT THE IN­
TRAMU RAL OFFICE.  
�ONGRATU LATIONS TO 
'THE BADMI NTON DOUBLES CHAMPIONS 
Women's Pro Champions: Theresa Gluszczy.k & Christie Kehl 
Men's Pro Champions: John Jewell & Matt Fincher 
Men's Advanced Champions:  Dan Mills & J im Devona 
HELP WANTED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP in  Intramural Sports . 
Begin in  January 1 98 5 .  Work on Masters Degree in  
' Physical Education . 
Qual ifications: Bachelor's degree · and previous . in-
Salary : 
CONTACT: 
volvement in  lntramurals and/or athletic 
sports program as participant, coach ,  
manager or supervisor .  
$34 5 . 00 per month and tuition waived, 
Dr. David C .  Outler at Lantz Gym Room 
1 47 .  
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOU NCEMENTS 
ATTENTION RACQ U ETBALL C O U R T  U S E RS A N D  
F l�LDHOUSE JOGGERS AND RECREATIONAL BASKETBALL 
PLAYERS: This is a great time of the year to get your sweat suit 
and sports equipment ripped off . Just leave it lying in the hallway, 
court edge or around the track and find out. INVEST 1 0¢ AND 
USE A SMALL LOCKER AT THE WEST END OF THE 
RACQUETBALL COURT HALLWAY AND SAVE YOU RSELF A 
LOT OF GRIEF . . .  and money. 
All-University Champions: MU LLETS BEWARE II 257 points 
Roster: Tom Mahan , Jeff Varney, Lawrence Less, 
Todd Studebaker, Enrico Johnson , Mike 
Pechter , and John Jaqua. 
Second Place: 
Third Place: 




1 2 1 Points 
68 Points 
1 9  Points 
Also , CONGRATULATIONS to the following Squat ,  Bench Press, 
Dead Lift and Total Lift CHAMPIONS: 
W e i g ­
ht Bench Dead 
Class Name Team Squat Press Lift Total 
1 23 lb Joe Kenny Independent 1 90 1 80 
1 32 lb Todd Studebaker Mullets 3 1 5 2 30 
1 49 lb John Jaqua Mullets 300 1 95 
1 49 lb Stephan Keririan Pikes 
1 65 lb Lawrence Less Mullets 
1 65 lb Dan Hall Independent 
1 82 lb Mike Pachter Mullets 
1 82 lb Carl Clover Independent 
1 98 lb Jeff Varney Mullets 
1 98 lb Rob Lyons Independent 
1 98 lb Bruce Koepnick Independent 





220 lb Tom Mahan Mullets 535 2 70 
HvyWt Rico Johnson Mullets 485 
HvyWt Tony Jaconetti Sigma Chi 425 
225 






1 1  6 5  
475 1 3 1 0  
1 5 1 0  
560 
520 1 3 2 5  
5 7 5  1 3 6 5  
Finally, CONGRATULATIONS to the following New Powerlifting RECORD 
HOLDERS: 
1 32 lb Jim Morgan Independent 500 260 
165 lb Scott Morgan Independent 570 
1 82 lb Lenny Onsen Independent 600 
1 98 lb Jeff Varney Mullets 
1 98 lb Bruce Koepnick Independent 
HvyWt Kevin Wold Independent 700 
HvyWt Tony Jaconetti Sigma Chi 4 2 5  
4 4 0  1 2 0 0  
1 4 0 0  
570 1 5 2 5  
1 5 1 0  
560 
650 1 7 3 0  
MANY THANKS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE EIU WEIGHTLIF­
TING CLUB WHO ASSISTED IN -THE MANAGEMENT OF THIS 
MEET. 
ANNOU NCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FACULTY/STAFF & FAMILY 
RECREATION PROGRAM 
A!I faculty and staff members and their spouses may par­
ticipate in INTRAMU RAL as well as RECREATIONAL activities 
by paying a $ 1  0. 00 per person fee . This fee covers the in· 
dividual through August 1 985 . Chi ldren of faculty and staff 
members may uti l ize the recreational facil ities from 6 : 00 p .m .  
on Fridays through 6 : 00 p .m.  on Sundays for the same 
$ 1  O .  00 per chi ld fee. The maximum fee for one family i 
$50 . 00 .  For program regulations and further information cal 
the I ntramural Office 58 1 -282 1 . Application forms available 
upon request.  
HELP WANTED! !  HELP WANTED! !  
Lifeguard (WSI ) ,  Weightroom Supervisor, Building Super· 
visor, Office Receptionist needed for working in the In· 
tramural program over the Christmas break. Must be able to 
work between 6 p . m .  and 9 p ,m .  beginning Friday, Dec . 2 1  
through Sunday, January 6 ,  except for Monday & Tuesday 
Dec . 24-25 and Dec . 3 1 -Jan . 1 .  $3 . 3 5  per hour. Contact 
Dr. Outler at the 1 -M Office. 
Wednesda , November 2 8 ,  1 984 t 1 
holarship offered to students studying retardation 
e Polizzi 
seniors and graduate studen­
ted in pursuing a career or 
in the area of mental retar­
may be interested in a new 
hip. 
,000 award for advanced study 
field of mental retardation is 
ffered by the U.S. President's 
•ttee on Mental Retardation. 
·uee Chairman Fred Rose 
This is only the second year this 
ip has been presented; ' '  
, this type of scholarship has 
offered at Eastern before. 
enst r u a l  A s p i ra t i o n  to 6 weeks 
re g n a n c y  T e r m i n at i o n  t o  1 2  
ks • Boa rd Certif ied Gynecolo­
s t s • M o s t  R e a s o n a b l e  
es • Confidential • NAF Member 
Call Col lect (3 1 7) 24 1 -021 5 
AFFiliATet> 
MeN's senvices, iNc . 
••••••••• 
G reek t 
Fued • ' 84 : . L .  Krackers• 
Monday Dec .3 : 
9 : 00 pm + $5 entry fee t 
e November 30 : 
Sponsered by: t 
anhel and IFC t 
rmore information 








_.o ' st All  seats -- R 
All times!  
ndiana Jones & the 
Temple of Doom 
35 PG 
GOD, YOU DEVIL 
"' j:Q.'.:..�) 7 :  1 0 PG 
Sally Field 
ces in the Heart · 
�:oo.��] 7 :  ·1 ·s . PG 
HELD OVER 
HT of the COMET" 
"i()5AIULTlll7 : 20 PG 1 . . . . . . . . . . .  M . . . · 
Rose noted that the scholarship is 
open to seniors and graduate students 
in education, social science, medicine, 
nursing, biological science, psychology 
and physical therapy programs. 
The scholarship was created by an 
anonymous foundation to encourage 
students and stimulate interest, Rose 
said. 
"We ·want to encourage bright 
students to pursue a curriculum ahd · 
career in the study of mental retar­
dation," he noted. "Also, we want to 
reward these students that are pursuing 
this field." 
Rose said he hopes to eventually 
develop the financial support from 
other foundations and individuals to 
continue offering the scholarship. 
In addition, "A couple of in­
dividuals have made $ 1 , 000 
donations," which may be used as 
"gifts" to students studying mental 
retardation, he said. 
Notices and posters about the 
scholarship were sent to 3 ,500 univer­
sities across the United States. John 
Flynn, Eastern 's director of financial 
aid, said, "The scholarship notices are 
received through an outside agency." 
Scholarship applications are 
available from the Financial Aids Of­
fice in the Student Services Building 
and must be returned by Jan. 1 5 .  
Sell  those 
unwanted items in 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
classified ads ! 
Delma Stud ios 
Your Officio I Yeo rbool� Photog ro pher 
Thc JPllrbkr 
Foundrd 1 91'1 
{P)(Wff�lfu@�@ Yr @(Wff 
�©rfflrr@u�� 
f?D©W 
• _ G reot gifts 
for Friends 
and Fami ly 
----- ----- ---- - -- -
Wednesday's 
1 2 .  November 28, 1 984 Classified ads 
Report errors llNll9Clll'91J et 111-2111.-A 
wlll • ..,_, In the nut edition. U.-. 
cennot be reeponelM lor en lnoorNOI eel ..._ 
et lnMl'tlon. DeeclUne 2 p.m. ......,_ dey. 
-Wednesday' s  
Digest 
'aServices Offered 
Copy·X r8800l98 get jobs! ! 
Complete resume service. 
Copy-X Fast Print, 207 Un­






A Roommates � ... __ _ 
· Female subleaaer needed for 
Spring Semester. $ 1 08.oo a 
month. Call Sheryl at 348· 
51 09.  
________ 1 2/7 
2 female subleasers 
for Spring. Rent nego 














LEA_ SER n 
for Spring '85. Nice 2 
ryping Service. Resumes: high 
T\I Cr05SW0fd Quality, typed and typeset. Ex---------------------------··· •Iii· •••· • cellent packages available. I Memory Typing Service: 
Female needed for Spring 
semester .  Two bedroom 
house, good location. $1 25 
plus 1 /2 utilities. 345-5225 af· 
ter 6:00 
________ 1 2/5 
apt. on Polk Street. Wat« 




· 4:30 p.m. 
2-MASH 
9-Good Times 
1 5, 20-Dtff'rent Strokes 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
ii:OO p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-Newscope 
9-0ne Day at a Time 
1 2-3·2· 1 Contact 
1 5, 20-Jeffersons 





2,3,  1 o, 1 5, 1 1  ,20-News 
9--Jeffersons 
9-Movle: "A Woman of Sub­
stance" Conclusion. Emma 
expands her business beyond 
Leeds, plots the downfall of 
the Fairly family and falls 
passionately In love with 
Major Paul McGill (Barry Bost· 
wick) . Young Emma: Jenny 
Seagrove.(3hrs. )  
1 2-The Brain (CC) 
Schizophrenia is the 
topic. (60min. )  




3, 1 0-E/R 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Facts of Life 
3, 1 0-Movle:"Death Hunt" 
Friday (Jack Webb) tackles 
the case of a missing model. 
�2hrs. , 5min . )  
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3,9 ,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 20-News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Gunsmoke 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tonight 
3-M * A * S * H  
9-INN News 
1 0-Magnum, P . I .  
1 2-Latenight America 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hawaii Five-0 
9-WKRP In Cincinnati 
1 7  ,38-Nightline 
1 1 :25 p.m. 
5-Movie: "And Then There 
Were None" ( 1 945) Fine 
Agatha Cristie thriller about 
1 2-Nlghtly Business Report 
38-Let's Make A Deal 
( 1 98 1  ) The factual story of an 
accused murderer pur8"ed 
through the Yukon Territory In 
1 931 . (repeat:2hrs. )  1 2 ,-Lig­
htsl Action! Africa! A 1 98 1  
profile of wildlife 
cinematographers Alan and 
Joan Root follows the film­
makers photographing a ter­
mite colony. (repeat;60min. )  
1 7  ,38-Dynaaty 
1 O people on a desolate 
island, killed one by one. 
Barry Fitzgerald; Walter 
Huston, Louis Hayward, June 
Duprez. (2hrs.) 
5:35 p.m. 
�ol Burnett and Friends 
1:00 p.m. 
2-Newlywed Game 
3, 1 5, 1 7  ,20-Newa 
9-Bamey Miller 
1 0-Entertalnment Tonight 





2, 1 5, 20-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
�son 
1 0-People's Court 




2, 1 5,20-Highway To 
Heaven 
3, 1 0-Char1es In Charge 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-lt's Your Move 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-St. Elsewhere 
1 2-The Sea: A Quest For 
Our Future. Marine biologists 
from the Smithsoni"1 In· 
stitution examine newly 
discovered coral-reef for· 
mations in the Carribean 
basin.  (60 min. )  
1 7  ,38-Hotel 
8:20 p.m. 
Movie: "Dragnet"( 1 967) In 
this second feature based on· 
the TV series, Seargeant 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Late Night With 
David Letterman 
9-Movie: "The lpcress File" 
( 1 965) The adventures of ln­
teHlgience man Harry Palmer 
(Micheal Caine) , as staged by 
gimmicky director Sidney J .  
Furie. (2hrs . , 30min. )  
1 7- Barney Miller 
38-Eye On Hollywood 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movle: "Deliver Us From 
Evil" ( 1 973) There's terror 
and greed at 1 1  , 000 feet for 
five hikers. George Kennedy, 
Jan-Micheal Vlncent. (80min. )  
Midnight 




5 AdJ\!.tant, e.g. 
10 Escape route 
of a kind 
st SChubert song 
80 Kind of drum 
ll " tC6mo -
10 Plant having 
blue flowers 








43 Nautical 14 Sandarac tree lS "The Zoo 
Story" 
playwright . 
18 - 500 
17 Glowing 
19 Dispassionate 






















40 01' Blue Eyes, 
to Nancy 
41 Confuse with 
booze 
42 Superb 




47 Pronounce the 
h in herb 
SO Charge a liquid 
with gas 
53 Ruth's second . 
husband 
54 Celestial pooch 
51 Parisienne's 
pronoun 
















8 Scotto or 
Tebaldi 
8 Sailing vessel 
13 Rote of football 
18 NOW concern 









30 Mr. T's crew 
31 Vocalist Helen 
33 Persiflage 
34 Veronica or 
Arthur 
31 Treated as a 
celebrity 
See page 1 3  for answers 
45 Attaches, in a 
way 
ff Coll. term 
47 Former labor 
leader I. W. 
48 Recital pieces 
49 Blanch 
SO Caama 
51 Wrongful act, 
in law 
52 Earth goddess 
55 Ending for 
front or court 
papers , cover letters, and 
much more. Also, self-service 
typing and self service copies. 
It's All At PATTON QUIK PRINT 
in the new West Park Plaza, 
622 W. Uncoln. 345-633 1 . 
_________oo 
Computer Introductions.  
Meet Others. For details write: 
Date-Mates, Inc. , Dept. J PO 
Box 2226, Decatur, IL 62526. 
_______ 1 2/1 7 
NEED TYPING: papers, let­
ters; professional secretary; 
Call 345-9225-$ 1 . 00 per 
page. 
_____ ___ 1 2/1 4 
Need Typing Done? Call 
Debbie at 345-2595 after 5 
p.m. 
________ 1 2/3 
TYPING. 345· 7981 after 5 .  
______ c-WR- 1 2/6 
TYPING Done anytime: Call 
Kathy at 345- 1 1 68. 




Anyone interested In being a 
basketball manager for the 84· 
85 season call or stap by the 
basketball office, 2 1 5 Lantz 
Gym. Phone 251 1 .  
_______ 1 1 /30 
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer , 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer. , 
Australia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. 
Free info. Write LJC, PO Bx 52· 
IL  3 ,  Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625 
_______ 1 2/1 7 
A Roommates � II..____ 
Female Subleaser needed 
for Spring Semester. Lin· 
colnwood Apts. $ 1 00 a month. 
345-6383. 
------c--::1 2/1 4 
Desperately need! Female 
subleaser, spring . .  mo. lease, 
one mo. free rent. Nice apt. 
good locatlon6 Call 348· 
031 8. 





_ S __ U_B�L=E A S E R  
Male subleaser needed for 
Spring semester. Regency Ap­
ts. $ 1 04/mo. Call Brian 345· 
1 5 1 9  
--,,,-.,.-------1 2/5 
Spring semester-need a 
female subleaser for Lin· 
colnshire Townhouse. Own 
bedroom, 1 - 1 /2 baths, water 
and trash paid.  Laundry 
facilities and pool available. 
Room mates are terrific !  
$ 1 43. 33/month. Share all 
utilities 
________ 1 2/4 
Need 2 female subleasers 
for Spring semester. Regen­
cy/Penhurst. First month free. 
$ 1 30/month. Call 348-0648 
------=-._.,..1 2/1 4 
Need one male subleaser. 
Youngstowne Apts. ( Nan· 
tucket). $ 1 30 plus utilities, last 
month's rent is paid. Nice apar­
tment. Mark 348·0075. 
1 2/7 
ti For Rent 
Two bedroom fumlahed 
apartment, electric heat, A/C. 
Near campus. $290 per mon­
th. Carlyle Apartments 94 7 
4th-345· 77 46 
_________ oo Rent a mini-storage for as 
low as $20 per month. Sl:ies 4 
x 1 2  up to 1 0  x 22.  West 
Route 1 6. Phone 345· 77 46. 
_________oo 
2 bedroom apartment, efec· 
tric heat, A/C, nice location. 
$280 per month. Carlyle Apar­
tments, 1 305 1 8th. 345· 
7746. 
_________ oo 
Dorm size refrigerators for 
rent. Carlyle Rentals 345· 
7746 
_________ oo Female subleaser-Spring 
Semester: near campus. Spacious, clean, new carpet. 
Private parking. $ 1 05 mo. Af· 
ter 4,  345-381 0. 
_______ 1 1 /30 
Microwave oven for rent. 
Carlyle Interiors, West Rt. 1 6. 
Phone 345-77 46. 
_________ oo 
One Br. apt. available 
20. Close to campus, q 
utilities paid. RENTAL 
VICES 345·31 00. 
Subleaser needed 
5 br house. 400.00 per 
th . Pets allowed. Garage, 
pen. 348-8637 . 
Subleaser needed 
Spring. $ 1 75.00 month. 
utilities included except 
tricity. 348-5048. 
_______ 1 
Women private r 
Cooking, utilities f 
$1 25.00 monthly. Cell 
6253 . 
S u b l e a s e r  w a n t  
Youngstowne Apt. , newly 
nished. Negotiable. cal 
1 448 ask for Cas. 
Female subleaser 
Youngatowne Apt. , cal 
1 448 ask for Cyndi 
needed for Spring semester. 
Great apt. , own bedroom , 6 
months lease, rent negotiable. 
Call Susan or Julie. 348· 7984. 
R�gency Apartments 
-------:--1 1 /30 , One male needed Sprin{ 11 
semester for a nice, cheap 
apartrn�nt. 348- 1 657.  
______ 1 1 /30 
8 1 0  Regency Circlt:: 
Charleston 
345-9105 
FemBle subleaser needed fo1 
spring semester. Own room 
Pat, 34�·5046. 
----..,.---1 1 /30 
Female Subleaser needed: 
Spring Semester, Lincolnwood 
Apt. Tenth St. Call Sue, 345· 
4729. 
·-------1 217 
Nice quiet female wanted for 
nice one bedroom apartment. 
No Parties. Water, garbage, 
cable T.V. Electricity and heal 
furnished. $200 per month. 
Available Jan. 1 . 1 985.  345· 
4508. 
________ 1 2/i 
-campus clips 
Femlly Servlc• will meet at '6 p.m.  Wed­
nesday, Nov. 28 In Applied Arts room 1 1 0. Dr. 
Kirk from the psychology depsrtment 'will be 
speaking on communication during an Interview. 
Elections for new officers wlll also be held . 
Publlc Aelatlona Student Society of 
Amerlcll wlll meet at 6 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 
28 In Buzzard room 207. Committees will be 
meeting. Sign up to work for fundralser. 
University Boerd Special Eventa CommlttM 
will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 28 in the 
Union Walkway. Committee wlH be picking en­
tertainment for next spring; everyone please at­
tenct. 
Circle K wlll meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 
28 In .Coleman HaH room 225. Everyone 
welcome. 
C•mpua Cllpa are published daily, 
qharge, as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The Dally E. 
office two business days before 
published (or date of event). Inf 
Include event, name of sponsoring 
(spelled out ,.... no Greek letter 
date, time and place of event, plus 
pertinent information . Name and phone 
of submitter must be included. Clips 
conflicting or confusing information 
1U1 If submitter cannot be contacted. 
be edited for space available. Clips 
ter 9:00 a.m. of deadline day cannot 
teed publication. Clips wHI be run one 
for any event. No clips wll be taken by 
Wednesday's 
Classified ads Report erron lmmed .. tely et 511·211 2. A correct ed wlll a.,....r In the next edition. Un .... notified, .. cannot be ,.._.Ible tor an Incorrect ad after lta llr­at lnaertlon. Deedllne 2 p.m. prewloua day. 1 3  
For Rent �� For Sale 'iJ Lost/Found <)} AnnoWlcements · <} A nnoWlcements <}} Announcements 
one bedroom 
1 or 2 person(s) . 
. A/C. $230/mon­
trash included. 
• No. 1 0. Call 348· 
____ 1 1 /30 
subleasers for 
Street, $1 80 all 
Ludwig drum set. 5 pcs . ,  Hi­
Hat, Zildjian cymbal, covers. 
$550.00. 345·2624 
________ 1 2/3 
1 978 Ford Fiesta. _ (Air 
Cond.)  Good condition $ 1 500 
or best offer. Call Patti 58 1 • 
504 7 after 4:00 p.m. 
________ 1 2/5 
· FOR SALE: Schwinn World 
Sport. One year old, great 
shape . $200.00 firm. Call 
345·5785 a.m. 's. 348-8 1 6 1 
after 6 p.m. Ask for Mike. 
_______ 1 1 /30 
Varigraph lettering device 
with 1 4  matrix circle at· 
tachment. Excellent condition . 
Cost $947 , sell for • $500. 
345·6666 
inclusive, $ 1 00 
•=======�
00 
bedroom, study 1 , 
. Contact Zhu or , (!) d 1 2-1  :OO, outside l11.-___ L_os_t_l_F_o_un_ 
Dept. Offlce­
�-:--:---:-:--1 1  /30 Male subleaser for 
own room, rent 
348·5337 ----�--1 1  /30 
a needed . Own 
. Great location! !  
negotiable. Call 
Julie 348·5952 or 
1 1 /30 
For Sale 
: 1 976 Buick Electra 
miles, very clean, 
eat , au power.  
or  best offer. Call 
a.m. 's; 348-8 1 6 1  
. Ask for Mike. �---1 1 /30 
ting press model 
nting boards and 
for $350. New. 
LOST: I know someone out 
there picked up my tan jacket 
and sweater at Marty's Friday 
night. Could you at least send 
my ID and keys back or call 
Zorka at 534 1 . 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Lost: Black, worn bilHold, at 
or near, Union TV lounge. SS-
356-62-7231 . If found, please 
return to Eastern News. I am in 
need of the money and ID's 
LOST: Very large green 
playground ball in vicinity of 
East Harrison and Lincoln Ave. 
If found, call 345-4600 
_______ 1 1 /30 
Puzzle Answers 
Triad ID folder lost at · 1GA, 
black color. Has my Hcense 
and student ID in it. If found call 
58 1 ·206 1 . 
---,-------1 1 /28 
LOST: Scareb Bracelet wat· 
ch. Very sentimental . $ 
Reward for the finder. Lost bet· 
ween Lantz Gym & Andrews 
Hall. H found call 58 1 ·2451 . 
1 1 /29 
<JJ Announcements 
ROMAN PARTY TONIGHT at 
Roe's from 9- 1 2 . All the beer 
you can drink for only $2. 50· 
Romans, $3.00-Non-Romans. 
25C beers from 1 2 : 00 to close 
--------..--1 1  /28 
Doonesbury 
Don't let your tan fade! ! Call 
European Tan Spa. West Park 
Plaza. 345·91 1 1 .  
_______ 1 2/1 2 
TEKE Party at Roe's Thur· 
sday nlte 9· 1 2 . All you can 
drink �3.00. All welcome 
_______ 1 1 /29 
Ginger Peetz-Congratulati· 
ons on passing Nationals. Have 
fun during l·Week and get 
psyched for Saturday morning. 
You'll make one heck of a great 
active. Love, Your Secret Pal 
_______ 1 1 /28 
COMING SOO N !  Alpha 
Sigma Tau Christmas Open 
House · Watch for further an· 
nouncements 
_______ 1 1 /28 
BLOOM COUNTY 
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You can find 
a treasure chest 
fullof goodies in 
e Dally Eastern News 
Classi fieds! 
Sig Kap's and Sigma Chi's: 
Get those shorts and glasses 
ready-tonlte is the nite for 
some "Old time rock and roll !" 
_______ 1 1 128 
Deanna Cox-Happy Bir· 
thday to the best roommate 
ever. Get ready to party 
tonight! ·Debbie 
_______ 1 1  /28 
Marge, Midge, Joanne, or 
Larry-Have a Happy 2 1 st Bir· 
thday. Love, Pseudo Room· 
mate, Mary, Cunja, or Frank 
_______ 1 1 /28 
T R O P I C A L  T A N N I N G 
SPA-6 2 1  Char1estpn Ave, 
Mattoon 234·7 1 4 1 ,  25% off, 
Student Discount. 
--------�oo 
PATTI PAUL-Keep amllng. 
<:temember, Your mpm loves 
;IOU! 
_______ 1 1 /28 
DAL TS' Looking forwadd to 
functioning Nltc ypu tonight. 
Love7gThe AlphHgGHms 
_______ 1 1  /28 
HAY DALT DUDES! (Chet, 
TJ, Eddie, Karz)g· R.K. Corral 
and American Inn will be hop­
pin Saturday Night. Arcola will 
never be the same! See ya 
then! Love, Lynette, Tracy. 
Peggy, & Joni 
_______ 1 1  i28 
S U S I E  M O R T E N S O N ·  
Congrats on passing nationals. 
You're the best. Your Mom, 
Janice Kay 
_______ 1 1 /28 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
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November 28, t 984Classlfled ads 
Report errors lmmedletely at 511·211 2. A correct ad 
wlll appear In the next edition. Un .... notified, we 
cannot be rMpOnalble for an Incorrect ad after lta fir­
st lnHrtlon. Deadline 2 p.m. pftloua day. 
1 4 
.--;:; -------�: Announcements 
AH campus BEER BASH at 
Roe's Thursday nlte, 9- 1 2 . All 
you can drink for $3. 00.  Come 
party with the TEKES 
_______ 1 1 /29 
Sigma Chi's: Sig Kaps are 
ready for some RISKY 
BUSINESS 
_______ 1 1 /28 
TAB, NANCY, and LYNN, 
Congratulations on receiving 
OUTSTANDING Senior, Junior, 
and Sophomore awards! I No 
one deserved these awards 
more then all of you ! !  Love, 
Your Delta Zeta Sisters 
--�----1 1 /28 
D A V E  K A M P :  
Congratulations to our very 
special 1 984-85 DELTA ZETA 
MAN ! !  


















for all your dedicaton to your 
office as treasurer. You did an 
outstanding job and we really 
appreciate all the very hard 
work you put into your office. 
Love, Your Delta Zeta Sisters 
1 1 /28 
GREEK FEUD '84. Spon­
sored by Pantiel and IFC. Mon­
day, Dec. 3. Deadline for en­
try: Nov. 30. Hurry and get 
your team of 5. Call 345-91 6 1  
_______ 1 1 /28 
Come see the Greeks Battle 
it out December 3 at E . L. 
Krackers. Greek Feud '84. En­
try deadline November 30. 
Call 345-9 1 6 1  
_______ 1 1 /28 
Sigma Pi volleyball team: 
Good luck in the playoffs! 
Love, Sue 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Interested In Law School in 
the Chicago area? Come hear 
Dean Elliot, NIU Law School, 
Nov. 29, 3: 1 5, CH205. 
Reception follows. Interviews 
Placement Office 9:30 to 
1 2 :00. Call 241 1 for appt. 
_______ 1 1  /28 
For your party . . . The WEIC 
Super Soundsystem (The one 
in the homecoming parade) is 
now avallable for use at Private 
parties. FREEi Call Jamie at 
348-7954,for details. 
___ __._ ___ 1 2/1 7 
PEMBERTON SERENADE­
R-I Love You ! ! !  Encore, En­
core! ! 2474 (sing: Frank 
Sinatra) 
________ 1 2/3 
Miller Truck Driver shirts. 
$2 1 .00. For more information 
call Jean, 581 -5365. 
c-T,W-1 2/ 1 1 
�J Announcements 
DELTA SIGS: The Delta 
Zetas can't wait to party with 
you all tonight! ! !  
-:-:--::---.,---- --1 1 /28 
"Come home for Christ­
mas . . .  " For many, the church 
Is a home we have neglected 
too long. Advent, the season 
of Christmas preparation, star­
ts December 2 .  Please Joun us 
at Wesley Church, at 9 or 1 1  , 
to experience the decorations, 
music, words, and spirit of 
Christmas. On 4th Street, 
across from Lawson Hall, 
south of the athletic fields 
-:-::-.,,..-,=---- --1 1 /30 
JOIN THE EIU KNIGHTS OF 
COLUMBUS. First Degree 
Initiation to be held December 
3rd. For more information, 
contact Mike: 345-376 1 ,  Pat: 
348-750 1 , or Fr. Dean: 348-
0 1 88. BECOME A KNIGHT 
TODAY 
_______ 1 1 /30 
Miss Charleston-Delta Chi 
Pageant March 9.  Contestant 
applications available now. Call 
345-9053 or 345- 1 5 1 6 
1 1 /30 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Birthright cares. Free testing. 
348-855 1 .  Monday-Thursday. 
3-5: 50 p.m.  
_______ 1 2/ 1 4 
UNITY GOSPEL CHORUS 
FALL CONCERT! Make a 
joyful noise! Featuring choire 
from Champaign-Urbana. Ad­
mission Fret.! Saturday 7 :00, 
Dvorak Concert Hall. Be There! 
And bring a friend! 
_______ 1 1 /30 
ASPA meeting on Nov. 28, 
room 2 1 1 Coleman Hall at 
7 : 30 p.m. Rick Petro from 
Donelly's will speak on em­
ployee placement 
-----...,.--1 1 /28 
No dues, just booz&-THE 
ROMANS. Tonight, upstairs in 
Roe's. "All you can drink" from 
9- 1 2  
-----=--:::-=:-:-:-:--1 1  /28 MICHAEL REGAN: Happy 
22nd Birthday! Have a nice­
day. A Secret Admirer 
----=--- 1 1 /28 
JOHN RHETT: Thought I 
forgot you, huh!? Hope you 
had a great 1 9th birthday. Love 
Always, Lisa 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run ttiree days FREE 
as a service to our readers! 




P H I  G A M M A  N U  
PLEDGEs-Good luck on 
Nationals! You'll do great. 
Love, The Actives 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Party with the TEKES at 
Roe's on Thursday nite, from 
9- 1 2 . All the beer you can 
drink for $3.00 
_______ 1 1  /29 
Jenny, Your are a sweet per­
son. I'd like to get to know ya 
better. Bob 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Attention S.A. M.  Members-­
SHORT meeting Wed. , Nov. 
. 28 at 6 : 30 p.m. in carpeted 
lounge across from Grand 
Ballroom. Raffle tickets will be 
distributed. Please attend 
...,,..-::-,-- ----1 1 /28 
BECKIE VANLANDINGHAM: 
You're the best li'I sis. I 'm so 
proud you did well on 
nationals. Get psyched for the 
weekend. Your big sis, Janice 
Kay 
_______ 1 1 /28 
TURN A FROWN UPSIDE 
DOWN. Give the FTD "Pick­
Me-Up" bouquet; brightly 
colored bouquet, attractively 
arranged in rainbow mug, ac­
companied with matching rain­
bow bag . Phone 345-
7007-Noble's Flower Shop 
________1 2/3 
A L P H A  S I G M A  T A U  
PLEDGES-Good job on 
nationals! Good luck in I-week 
-:-------1 1 /28 
Congrats Alpha Sigma Tau 
Pledges for starting I-week. 
This is it girts, keep up the 
good work. 
_______ 1 1 /28 
I am interested in adopting an 
Infant. If you know of anyone 
who isgconsidertng placing a 
child for adoption, please call 
(309) 7 45-8234 collect . 
________1 2/4 
Get ready to play the biggest 
watched game show ever. 
GREEK FEUD, December 3.  
Deadline November 30. Call 
345- 9 1 6 1  for more info. 
_______ 1 1 /28 
Ski steamboat for only $ 1  55. 
Dec. 3 1  to Jan. 5 .  For Info call 
Phil 348-0379. 
_____ .c-MWF- 1 1 /28 
Classified advertisement is 
the fastest, easiest, cheapest 
way to get results - everyone 
reads the classifieds, so put 
your words to work! 
-------�cOOh 
<J Announcements �} A nnouncements �} Announcem 
. -




Ad to read : 
.. 
U nder classification of : 
Dates to run ________ _ 
Student? D Yes O No ( please check one) 
C LASSI FIED AD IN FORMATIO N  
COST : 1 4 cents per word first day , 1 0 cents per word each consec 
day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate is half price and ad MU 
be paid for in advance . 
PLEASE: no checks for amounts less than $ 1  . 00 . 
PLEASE print neatly . Don't use Greek symbols. 
Fill out this form and cut out from newspaper . Place ad and money · 
envelope and deposit in the News drop-box in the Union by 2 p.m. 
business day before it is to run. During the summer semester the News 
be published Tuesdays and Thursdays only. 
Ads may be submitted in person by coming to the News office, located · 
the Buzzard Education Building, North Gym. Office hours are 8 : 00 a.m.  
4 : 30 p.m.  Monday through Friday . 
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three days, but dates 
run must be specified. There is a limit of 1 5  words per ad. 
All political ads MUST contain the words "Paid for by" and the name 
the person/organization paying for the ad. No political ad can be run wit 
this information. 
' 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
in bad taste . 
Method of payment : D Cash D Check (please check one) 
DR. TIMOTHY LEARY 
TON IGHT 8 :00 PM 
1 .50 student w/I D 
' 'Ti mothy Lea ry was once 
bra nd ed the most dangerous 
man a l ive as he rose 
to nationa l promi nence 
i n  the 1 960's with 
his controversia l 
d rug experiments at HaNard·. 
H a Na td U niversity Lecture .  
1 959- 1 96 
Grand Ball Room 
3.00 Faculty, Staff, Genera l  Public II� 
Dally. Eastern News Wednesday , Novem ber 2 8 ,  1 984 
w .. t 
II w L T PF PA x·Sen Fran. 1 2  1 0 370 1 87 Sports log 
LA Rams 8 5 0 289 280 
New � 8 7 0 248 300 WEDNESDAY 
Atlanta 3 1 0  0 232 3 1 4  
x-cllnchecl dlvlllon lltle 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at Butler NBA 
&stern Conference 
Houston at San Antonlo.n 
LA Clippers at Denver ,n 
Utah at Phoenix, n 
Chicago at Golden State,n 
Kanaas City at Seattle,n 
,.c:llnchecl playoff berth University. 
THURSDAY 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
Atlantic Dlwlalon Wedneadey's v-mes 
L T PF PA ·Mond•y's result 
1 0 4 1 8  2 1 5  Miami 28, N.Y.  Jeta 1 7  5 0 3 1 9 282 
7 0 280 288 Sund•y's v-mes 9 0 1 97 342 
1 2  0 1 9 1 388 Cincimatl at Clevelaiid 
lndianapolla at Buffalo 
Centre I Dallas at Philadelphia 
w L T PF PA Denver at Kanaaa City 
7 8 0 331 280 N.Y. Glantaat N.Y.  Jeta 
5 8 0 243 280 Ptttaburgh at Houston 
4 9 0 1 88 234 St. Louie at New England 
2 1 1  0 1 8 1 383 San Francisco at Atlanta Tampa Bay at GrMn Bay 
West Detroit at Seattle 
L T PF PA L.A. Raiders at Miami 
2 0 293 1 98 New Or1eana at L.A. Rama 
2 0 359 200 
Mond•y, Dec. 3 4 0 292 · 228 
7 0 340 348 Chicago at San Diego 
8 0 222 283 
L T PF PA Basketball 
5 0 233 240 
5 0 255 250 AMCU conference 5 0 338 238 
• 0 332 215 AMCU 0-.11 









L T PF PA SW Missouri 
4 0 274 1 95 Cleveland St. 
8 0 305 287 N. Iowa 
8 1 250 3 1 8  Valparaiso 
9 0 257 328 EASTERN 




Dally Eastern News 
Classified ads 
For Info. Call 581-2814 
w L w L 
0 0 1 0 
0 · o  1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at 
Phoenix, WIND-AM (560), WGN-TV (Channel 
9) , 8 : 30 p.m.  
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Pit­
tsburgh, WIND-AM (560), 6 : 30 p.m.  
FRIDAY 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern at Illinois 
State 
SATURDAY 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Indiana State at 
Eastern, Lantz Gym 7:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Miami (Ohio) at 
Eastern, Lantz Gym 5: 1 5  p.m.  
WRESTLING-Eastern at Illinois Open. 
SPORTS ON RADIO 
EIU MEN'S BASKETBALL-Indiana State at 
Eastern, WLBH-FM (97),  7 :30 p.m.  
. S.turdey, Nov. 25 
Minnesota 7 5 ,  Wla.-Green Ba y  7 1  
111 . ·Chlcago 9 0 ,  North Park 8 5  
Western Illinois 74,  Monmouth 7 3  
Sund•y, Nov. 28 
Cleveland State 1 05 ,  Clarion 65 
Mond•y's results 
Ea•t•n w .. hlngton 75, Eaatwn 71 ol 
SW Ml-rl 71 , Dana 32 
Tund•y's rnulta 
Ill. Benedictine at Wis.·Green Bay,n 
Western Michigan 90,  Valparaiso 57 
Wednead•y, Nov. 28 
John Carroll at Cleveland State 
Ill. ·Chicago at Illinois State 
Butler at Western Illinois 
Frld•y, Nov. 30 
Wis. -Green Bay at Sunmet Clasak: 
Northern Iowa hoata UNI-Dome Clasalc 
w L Pct. GB 
Boat on 1 1  1 . 9 1 7 
Philadelphia 1 0  4 . 7 1 4  2 
Washington 1 0  7 . 588 3% 
New York 8 9 . 4 7 1  5 %  
New Jersey 8 8 .429 8 
Central Dlvlalon 
Milwaukee 1 0  8 .825 -
Chicago • 7 .533 1 �  
Detroit 7 8 . 487 2 %  
Atlanta 8 9 . 400 3 %  
Indiana 5 1 1  . 3 1 3 5 
Cleveland 2 1 3  . 1 33 7 %  
Wntern Conference 
MldwMI Dlwlllon 
w L Pct. GB 
Denver 1 1  2 .848 -
Houston 1 0  4 . 7 1 4  1 %  
Dallas 8 7 . 533 4 
Utah 8 7 . 533 4 
San Antonio 8 8 .429 5 %  
Kansas City 3 1 0  . 230 8 
Pacific Dlvlalon 
LA L.akers 1 0  8 .825 -
Portland 1 0  8 .625 -
Phoenix 8 8 . 500 2 
Seattle 5 9 .357 4 
LA Clippers 5 1 0 . 333 4 %  
Golden State 4 1 1  . 287 5% 
Tuead•y's r .. ults 
New York 9 7 ,  Atlanta 96 
Philadelphia 93, Washington 89 
Portland 1 1 5 , Cleveland 1 06 
Indiana 1 26 ,  Milwaukee 1 05 
Boston at Dallas, n 
N- York at New Jersey 
Indiana at Philadelphia 
Milwaukee at At1enta 
Portland at Detroit 
Boston at Houston 
LA Lakers at Utah 
Sund•y's rnults 
Cleveland 1 1 8 , Atlanta 1 1 1  
LA Cli1'P9"S 1 t 4 '  Phoenix 1 09 
Seattle 1 05. LA Lskers 94 
Hockey 
NHL Leaders 
(Through Now. 25) 
GP G A 
Gretzky, Edm 2 1  2 1  38 
Boasy, NYI 2 1  2 5  2 7  
B .  Sutter ,NYI 2 1  1 6  26 
Kurri, Edm 2 1  2 2  1 9  
Nllaon,CaJ 22 1 0  25 
Kerr.Phi 20 20 1 4  
Goulet, Que 22 1 5  1 6  
Hawerchuck, WI 20 1 2  1 9  
Gartner, Waa 20 1 3  1 7  
TonelU,NYI 2 1  1 0  20 
Wiison.Cal 20 1 0  1 9  
Nlcholla, LA 2 1  1 5  1 3  
Dionne. LA  2 1  1 1  1 7  
Yzerrnan, Det 20 9 1 9  
Barque.Boa 2 1  5 23 
;'9<Dne�rn 
· ff , . Free I Love EIU 
' With Purchase of a Pitcher 
of Miller or Miller Lite 
NOW AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES 
FOR EIU FACULTY AND STUDENTS 
SPECIAL . DEMONSTRATI ON AND SALE 
NOVEMBER 29th, 1 984 
1 0:00 - 2:00 
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® Apple lie and lie computers also available at special. prices Authorized 
Dealer 
MIDWEST VI SUAL - DECATUR - 423 6968 
Wednesday'.s 
1 6  
Sportsday: 
John Humenik 
Footbal l :  A love , 
hate relationsh i p  
for Panth ers '  en d 
"As you get older, you realize there 's life after 
O'Brien (Stadium) "-Panther defensive end Randy 
Harms 
. Rarely do college footoall players accept the fact 
that the game they've loved since childhood has 
nearly ruined them . Randy Harms knew when to step 
aside. , 
"At times you love it, at times you hate it but it ' s  
always important , "  he mused . "When I left , it j ust 
wasn't fun anymore . "  
So, it was surprising t o  find Harms back in 
uniform this fall . He returned to an easy-going 
Molde-coached team replenished with enthusiasm . 
Perhaps his story is an indictment of a program 
which became too self-centered . He departed 1 9  days 
before the 1 982 opener, because ' 'it was real crazy 
over there. No one was getting along . "  
Last winter, h e  returned with a new outlook. A 
total coaching staff change over the past two seasons 
improving player relations , and a "burning " desir; 
to play brought him back . 
But even his return was shaky. " It was very dif­
ficult . Not any better or worse . I just had to prove 
myself over again. It was _ like I was just another 
junior college transfer. 
"I  was starting to establish myself again, and I 
wasn't happy with some of the things we were 
doing , "  he added. "Finally, I realized that I ' d  better 
keep my mouth shut . ' '  
Now he's never loved the game s o  much . H e  has a 
Mid-Continent Conference second team award to 
remind himself. 
Even though Harms said he could obtain another 
year of eligibility, he said he's  finally through . " It ' s  
time t o  move ahead, " -he mused. 
Meanwhile, the program has regained its internal 
strength since the 1 982 departure of head coach 
Darrell Mudra and a two-day player boycott against 
Molde in 1 983 . . · 
"I really got hungry again, "  he said . "The 
program went from very demanding under Mudra to 
well I don't want to say casual , but more free unde; 
Molde. 
' 'And under Molde is the only way I think I 
could've ever come back to football . I don't  think I 
could've under Mudra. It was just too intense . 
" Don't misunderstand me, I was a big Mudra fan . 
He was quite a man , but there were a lot of damn big 
egos on that team . "  
Little harmony between Mudra staffers , conflicts 
between the players and a difference of opinion with 
former defensive coordinator Cal Jones , prompted 
Harms' departure . 
"I j ust didn 't want to play that season, "  he added . 
"The program was a winner, but the sacrifices out­
weighed the rewards. 
Perhaps more upsetting, Harms said, were the bit­
ter conflicts Mudra allowed between the black and 
white players, the upstate and the downstate players , 
and the offense and the defense . · 
" I  thought that was detrimental to the team . The 
players , in fact , became bigger than the program it­
self. The boycott just proved that a year later . "  
Prior to the 1 982 season, Harms was a two-year 
letterman and a defensive starter since 1 98 1 .  Missing 
two seasons really hurt, he said. 
" It was very difficult , "  he said. " I  didn 't even 
want to go to the games . I just followed the team in 
the papers. But I also realized I was enjoying life as a 
student . " 
It ' s  a good thing college football can still be a 
character builder. Harms admits though, "it ' s  only 
in t. ! long run . "  
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Panthers seek sharpening 
Lady cagers to meet 
Butler on the road 
by Dan Verdun 
Early-season games are often used to sharpen 
skills for more - important contests later in the 
season .  Eastern' s  women' s  basketball team plans 
to utilize Wednesday night's  game at Butler 
University to sharpen its timing . 
"Our timing was poor (in last weekend's Cen­
tral Florida Sunroast Invitational) . We were slow 
in hitting our post players, "  head coach Barbara 
Hilke explained . "But we're only a fraction of a 
second off. It 's - just a matter of a few games 
before we' ll get it . "  
Hilke also noted that Eastern, 1 - 1 , will have to 
have a better shot selection than the Panthers had 
in Florida. -
"We didn 't always take the best shots available 
down there, "  Hilke said. "We got caught in a 
transition game against Central Florida. It became 
a domino effect-it was just an off-night for 
everyone. 
"(That game) was not indicative of how we 
play," Hilke said referring to Eastern' s  shooting 
an icy 32 percent from the field against Central 
Florida. 
The Panthers will also play Wednesday's con­
test without sophomore guard Pat Hamilton . The 
Decatur-Eisenhower product sprained the top of 
her right foot after a driving layup in last Friday's 
Florida International game . 
"There' s  a lot of swelling , and I expect Pat to 
be out for about a week , "  Hilke said . " Losing Pat 
takes away our speed dimension .  But all four of 
our guards are equally talented, so it ' s  not that big 
of a loss . "  
Eastern women's · basketball player Mic 
Newman holds the ball during Tuesday's prac 
at Lantz Gym. The freshman forward, 
graduated from Mattoon High School, and 
teammates will travel to Butler University W 
nesday. (News photo by Frank Polich) 
With Hamilton out of the lineup, senior Lori 
Conine will get the starting nod . Conine, a 
product of Kansas High School , averaged eight 
points per game last season. 
game against Marian, ' '  Ellsworth pointed o 
"They had good half-court pressure by their gu 
ds. Butler also used a full-court press in the sec 
half. " Butler will be seeking its first win of the young 
season . The Bulldogs dropped a 55-54 heart­
breaker to Marian (Ind.)  College Monday in their 
opener . 
"Butler tries to push the ball down the court 
every chance it gets , "  said Eastern assistant coach 
Linda Ellsworth, who scouted the Bulldogs Mon­
day. 
Offensively, Butler relies on its outside shoot' 
for its point production. "They don't go insi 
much , ' '  Ellsworth explained. " But they have g 
offensive movement with everyone handling 
ball . 
' ' They also had a very strong bench-using up 
nine players against Marian . "  
" They played a man-to-man defense the entire 
Six Big Ter1 teams are bowl bound 
CHICAGO (AP)-A reccrd 
six Big Ten football teams will 
be going to bowl games this 
holiday season-aiming more 
for prestige than riches . 
Except for the lucrative Rose 
Bowl , where champion Ohio 
State will face Southern Califor­
nia, most of the bowl games will 
provide little more than ex­
penses . 
Ohio State will haul away 
more than $5 million, which will 
be split 1 1  ways , with the con­
ference receiving a share. Most 
of the other bowls will not ex­
ceed the $750,000 minimum 
payment . 
Participating teams get to 
keep everything up to $750,000, 
which presumably will cover ex­
penses-especially with most of 
the schools taking their bands 
along . 
Prestige, however, is a big fac­
tor, according to coaches in­
terviewed Tuesday ina series of 
telephone calls . - Michigan has 
the biggest opportunity to to 
provide most of that prestige 
because the Wolverines get a 
shot a top-ranked, undefeated 
Brigham Young in the Holiday 
Bowl at San Diego on Dec . 22. 
"We lost five games and 
didn't anticipate having such an 
opportunity, ' '  said Coach Bo 
S c  h e m  b e c h l e r , w h o s e  -
Wolverines finished at 6-5 . "I  
might add that every game we 
olayed was close and hard . 
"The Michigan tradition is to 
play hard and win , "  he said. 
Defeating the nation's top­
ranked team would be nothing 
new to the Wolverines , who 
knocked off Miami , Fla . ,  when 
the Hurricanes were ranked No . 
1 in what turned out to be a top­
sy-turvy campaign for ranked 
teams. 
No . 6 Ohio State is the Big 
Ten's  ranked team and the 
Buckeyes, hed by Keith Byars, 
the nation's leading rusher and 
scorer, will take a 9-2 record 
against 8-3 Southern Cal, ranked 
No . 20. 
The Buckeyes will be shooting 
for the Big Ten's second victory 
The Cherry Bowl will 
more than 80,000, second in 
tendence to the Rose Bowl , 
tickets already are at a premi 
" It 's  a problem with our 
ment being only 1 3 ,000," P 
said . 
in the Rose Bowl in the I 
years . 
Michigan State 
inaugurate the Cherry 
against Army in the Silver 
in Pontiac, Mich . ,  Dec . 22. 
only a bus ride for the Sp 
but coach George Perles 
"beating Michigan and goi 
a bowl eliminates all the n 
things that have been said.' 
Iowa has a date at Haw · 
Saturday, before going t 
Freedom Bowl in An 
Calif. , Dec. 26 against 
Texas or Cal State-Fullerto 
Wisconsin is preparing 
meeting against Kentucky · 
Hall of Fame Bowl in 
mingham , Ala. on Dec 
while Purdue will face v· 
in the Peach Bowl in 
Dec . 3 1 .  
